
LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

' OFFICER’S REPORT 
"Pfck&tHrfft Evens#ML Event#: LLV171001003519 

■ . ffP,£U$4'Y,t 
' ;,,, Mandalay Bay active shooter , 

" SUBJECT". 

DIVISION DIVISION OF 
REPORTING; COAC OCCURRENCE: CQAC_. 

DATE & TIME LOCATION OF ■ 
OCCURRED: 10/1/3017 2208 OCCURRENCE: . MANDALAY BAY 

" 1 ..;...^nnyn^M.i ,.;.I. .... 

NARRATIVE; 

On 10/1/20171 Officer D. FIamm P#14950 along with Officer D; Westhead P#i4467 were operating as marked 

patrol unit 3PT$0 in vehicle *$985, We were driving south bound on Las Vegas BLVD at Harmon when we 
received radio traffic of shots being fired at the Route 91 festival and Mandalay Bay at approximately 2208 

hours. Shortly after initial radio traffic 169SE gave radio traffic stating there was an active shooter at the 
Mandalay bay. 

i then proceeded to drive code 3 south bound Las Vegas blvd towards Mandalay bay. it took approximately 2 
minutes and 30 seconds to arrive on scene. When pulling up to Mandalay bay road I could hear automatic gun 
fire however, I could not tel! where it was coming from. 

Driving south on Las Vegas blvd. I conducted a U-fum at Mandalay bay road to end up facing north bound on 

Las Vegas blvd. Officer Woodruff parked his explorer first northbound Las Vegas blvd just north of Mandalay 
bay road followed by Officer Rosales who parked her crown Victoria just behind Officer Woodruff. I then parked 
the PT van just behind Officer Rosales crown Victoria and Officer Haynes and Officer Cook parked their crown 

Victoria just behind the PT van slightly in the intersection of Las Vegas blvd and Mandalay Bay road. 

Once parked I exited the vehicle with the Mandalay bay to my left side and route 91 festival to my right side, 1 
continued to hear automatic gun fire but still could not tell where it was coming from. 1 immediately ran around 
the front of my vehicle to the passenger side where Officer Westhead and 1 took cover behind.the. PT van 

engine block, i then moved forward to take coyer behind the engine block of Officer Rosales crown vie with 
Officer a Cook just to my left, The automatic gun fire continued;and we were now being shot at Rounds 

began to hit the crown vie we were taking cover behind. The mar window was shot out arid multiple rounds 
were hitting the ground in front of us and all behind us. The PT van.bad its, rear windows shot out and multiple 
rounds hit the driver side of the van. 

While taking cover behind the engine block of the crown vie we continued to take fire which was striking the 
vehicle and street around us. Officer Cook then started yelling out that he had been hit. Officer Cook could not 

move his arm and Officer Haynes ran to us and grabbed Cook, They then took off running north bound on Las 
Vegas Blvd to seek medical care for Officer Cook. 

Date and Time of Report: , 10/6/2017 2300 Officer; . .P:FLAMM Pit: 14950 

Approved By: , , ;, Officer; ■ . P#;, 

Signature: __ 
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I then moved to the explorer which was parked in front of the crown vie arid took cover behind the rear 
passenger side tire next to Officer Woodruff, Once behind the explorer we continued tp take fire which 
continued to hit the patrol cars We were taking coven behind and the street around u$. 

At that point we began to bound by teams of two towards a brick wail that wasapproximately 50 feet to our 
east just next to route 91 * From behind that wafi we continued to take fire as we began to evacuate civilians out 
of the area who got stuck behind the wail with us. Behind the wail I came in contact with Officer Clarkson who 
had a wound to his neck. Another plain clothes officer and myself then gave him medical attention by wrapping 
his neck with gauze to stop thebieeding. ' 

Once we evacuated ail of the civilians from bur area we then formed two strike teams. The strike team i was 
assigned to headed south and left the cover of the brick wall. We then bounded towards the Mandalay bay 
from Route 91 festival. We topk cover behind our cars first where I crawled into the crown vie to attempt to 
retrieve the shotgun however I could not due to the rounds that struck the vehicle. We then bounded across 
the blvd and hopped a fence into the south past parking lot of the; Luxor. From there we ran through the 
parking lot until we found cover between trees that were in the Luxor parking lot just adjacent to the main 
entrance of the Mandalay bay. We moved forward tp the main entrance of the Mandalay Bay where we made 
entry into the casino. 

We then continued to clear the casino floor. House of Blues, sports book, the spa and maintenance areas. 
While clearing those areas we found multiple civilians hiding. We gathered up ail of the Civilians and escorted 
them out to safety without incident. Once the CP was set up and we ran irito SWAT officers inside of the casino 
I was then placed on a perimeter position on the north side of Mandalay Bay just off of Mandalay Bay. Road, 
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Event#: LLV1710Q1003519 

CIRT Officer Rotes.415A 
. SUBJECT 

DIVISION DIVISION OP 
reporting; Convention Center Area Command occurrence: Convention Center Area Command 

DATE & TIME , LOCATION OF 
OCCURRED: 10-0147 (P£Q4)_OCCURRENCE: 3950 las Vegas SIvcL.LVN, 89109 

RAroilYfc 

Officers: A. Mariscal P#16415, L. De Souza P#13979 

Narrative; On October Is1,2017 at approximately 2204 hours, i Officer A. Mariscal along with Officer l De 
Souza responded to a 415A at the Mandalay Bay. located at 3950 S. Las. Vegas Blvd. LVN, 89109. Upon 
receiving the radio traffic, we responded Code 3 from the CCAC substation. We then arrived at the intersection 
of Reno and Giles with other patrol officers and proceeded to break off into individual officer.elements arid 
move forward into the venue. Entering the venue we pressed forward towards the Mandalay Bay before 
receiving further radio traffic advising the shooter was inside the hotel. We then determined, we were In a 
position of disadvantage and proceeded to evacuate the concert area and directed all patrons east away from 
the Mandalay Bay. We cleared all trailers and occupied structures within the venue until further advised. After 
the scene was vacated we proceeded back out towards our vehicle still at the intersection of Reno and Giles 
and established a perimeter tp not allow citizens back into the areal We maintained this post until we were 
relieved the following morning. 

Date and Time of Report: ^^ .10-547 {1532) Officer: A. Mariscal 1 16415 , 

Approved By: Officer: L Do Souza, Rf:, ' 13979 
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LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN FQLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER'S REPORT 
Event#: LIV171001003519 

SUBJECT , 

DIVISION Pl^tSlON OF 
REPORTING; _ CC12_ OCCURRENCE: 

DATE A TIME LOCATION OF 
OCCURRED; 1Q/Q1/3Q17 & ggD8 ■ , OCCLIRRENCE; __ 

NARRATIVE: 

On 10/01/2017,1; Officer j; Citeili P#16435 and Officer T, Guynn P#14891 were in briefingwhen Sgt 
Gv Everett heard via radio traffic multiple shots fired at the Route 91 Concert. Officers were driving Code three 
on the way to the Route 91 Concert as we heard shots fired coming from that location. 

Upon arrival we saw multiple victims running West bound on Reno Dr, so we parked our marked patrol 
unit at the South East side of Reno and Haven. As officers! were exiting their vehicles victims were screaming 
for help as well as. pointing in the direction where shots were being fired* We could hear shots coming from the 
area of the Mandalay Bay and Luxor so we gathered several officers to form a team and make our way 
towards the Route 91 concert, " 

The active shooter team started to head North bound on Haven, as officers were actively looking for the 
shooter they saw multiple casualties and injured citizens. Officers pointed these victims towards safety which 
was South bound oh Haven and South bound on Reno, As officers'directed the victims to safety we arrived to 
the dirt parking lot just East of the concert and slowly worked our way up. the VIP entrance still formed in our 
active shooters squad. 

As officers made entry to the concert we continued to guide victims in a safe direction and helped clear: 
the Route 91 concert area. Once we knew the scene was safe we provided cover for officers looking at the 
Mandalay Bay. and Luxor to find the active shooter. Eventually the shooter committed suicide and we began 
making our way out of. the concert grounds. 

Officers then arrived at Tropicana and Las Vegas BLVD to start creating Force Protection (FP) Squads. 
Several other officers and f made up Force Protection 5. vye worked our way to several hotels as FP 5 
including Parts, Luxor, New York New York, and Mandalay Bay; There were no injured victims for us to 
transport so we held ground at Mandalay Bay where 1 was split up from FP squad five. 

Myself arid Other officers walked from Mandalay Bay to South Central Area Command where i 
eventually teamed up with officer A, Jacob P#16435. Our team stayed in front of the South Central Area 
Command for several hours until We were,assigned to help out the coroners unit add identify a couple of dead 

0$e and Time of Report; . KV01/2017 a 22t>8 Officer; , j.citem m 16435 

Approved By; 1 Officer: T. Guvnn , , P#: 14391 
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CONTINUATION 
Event #:  LLV171001003519 

bodies as well as move them- This was our last assignment before being relieved by day shift of the South 
Central Area Command. 
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US VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICERS REPORT 

ACTIVE SHOOTER ROUTE 91 
, , SUBJECT 

Event #: LLVl7l0fi10d35lB 

DIVISION DIVISION,OF 
REPOSTING:. CCAC PATROL OCCURRENCE! ' ' GCAC ; 

date & time location OF 3901 Las Vegas Blvd S Las Vegas, NV 
OCCURRED:, 10/01/1710:05 PM OCCURRENCE: 891.1.9. 

I Ji>jinnni|ii.i mrnm\Wfimw^whfiiiinw********* I 'III      • L:-: " 

NARRATIVE: ■■ 

On 10/01/17 at 2205 hours 1, Officer T. Peterson P#16439 and FTO Officer J. Letter P#14745 as marked patrol 
unit 3M3S were responding to an. accident on Trqpicapa and Paradise Las Vegas, NV 89109, Then details of 
an active shooter came over the radio at the Route 91 concert. 

vye left the accident and went over the radio for dispatch to show us in route and that we were roiling code 3 to 
the venue. We went West on Tropicana Ave then made a left onto Koval Ln that turned Info Reno Ave.'that's 
when we saw all the victims running out onto the street covered in blood which made us turn left onto Giles St. 
When we pulled up to the entrance we got out of our vehicle and Officer Leflerdeployed his rifle. That’s when 
we heard the automatic gun fire and the screams of the victims. That's when we knew this was an actual active 
shooter. We started making our way into the venue when ran. into Officer Saleem P# 13393 and Officer 
Cooney P#13581. We formed up a strike team and made entry into the venue. We were one of the first strike 
teams to make entry into the venue. We.made entry through East side entrance of the Route 91. concert. As 
we made entry we heard the automatic gun fire from the subject’s rifle. White making entry.we were yelling and 
telling everyone to get out. Victims were coming up to us with bullet holes on them and. covered in blood. We 
made our way up to the concession stand and posted up there trying to look for a muzzle flash and even the 
assailant. We were not able to see anything all we could hear was the automatic rifle and the rounds hitting 
victims and the ground. We could not even hear where the automatic gun fire was coming from it sounded like 
it was coming from multiple directions. Victims were running up to us and trying to join our strike team so they 
could help we told them to get out and start helping outside the venue where we knew it was safe. We were 
asking where is the shooter and what does he look like. They told us that the automatic gun fire was coming 
from the Southwest corner of the venue and possibly the Mandalay Bay Hotel. They Nd no description of the 
assailant. That’s when Officer Saleem P#13393 told our strike to move back because the subject's Founds 
were hitting right in front of us. So we retreated back to a B^Q stand where we had better cover and a better 
view of the infield. That’s when my FTO asked me if we locked our vehicle. That’s when Officer Saleem and I 
decided to go check on our vehicles to make sure they were locked. We ran out there and both of opr vehicles 
ended up being locked. Officer Saleem, myself add another officer formed up to make entry back into the 
venue. Once we made entry we met back up with Officer Letter and Officer Codney, We started assisting the 
victims and telling them that the ambulances were outside the venue, We were trying to make sure that they 
knew they were safe. That's when we started pushing forward through the concession stand. 

Date end Time of Report: 1 10/01/1710:09 AM _ Officer:_ T.Peterson P#; 18439 

Approved By: Officer: P#: 

Signature: 
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CONTINUATION 
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After we heard the gun fire stop that's when we came up with a Plan to move forward so we can start clearing 
the venue. We started pushing forward and Officer J. Lefler took point 

Officer Lefler came up with a plan to push forward to Where the stage control was in the middle of the infield. 
We ran in pairs of 2's while officer tefler was our coyer. Our goal was to get everyone out safety while still 
trying to locate this assailant When we ran there I made contact with a female who was laying down and did 
not want to move because she was in shock, That’s when 1 split up with my FTO J, letter and I made the 
decision to get this female out of the venue, A security guard of the venue jump over the rails and grabbed the 
female. That’s when t told another officer to be the cover and I'll be the point Officer white we escort this female 
out , After l escorted tpe female out 1 formed up with another strike team and. we reentered the venue and 
started to help clear it; After we cleared the venue our strike team decided to go and start bringing FD into the 
venue to start helping with the injured/casualties. When we were making Our way out of the venue that's when 
the calls over the radio started saying there was an active shooter in the Paris hotel. Once we heard that we 
ran to a vehicle so we can go help assist the other officers on clearing the Paris hotel, We arrived to the Paris 
hotel and went in to meet with other strike teams and We formulated a plan to start clearing the Peris hotel. 
After We cleared the Paris l ended up on Tropioana and Las Vegas Bivd where I waited to be a force team with 
medical. That's when I received a text from my FTO Lefler asking "if! was okay?” and “where was i?B I let 
Officer Lefler know iwas okay and where I was. He told me to find another FTO from .ogr squad or our 
sergeant. I never got assigned to a force team so I stood on the Blvd and Tropicana to help block one of the 
deceased victims until relief came in at 0600 hours.to take over the perimeter. 

i changed my body cam. footage is available and it changed, to a 41.5A. 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLfCE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Sventtf: LLV171001003519 

Rout© 81 Shooting . ' ■._, . 

, r : : | ” SUBJECT ,.■ ■. " : ” 

DIVISION DIVISION OF 
REPORTING: , Tourist Safety , OCCURRENCE: , . CCAC 

I I,.I.Ill II 11 mil.I...I' II I     11III mi I.. Hill I \\     'll  .*||' *  ' 

DATE a TIME LOCATION OF 3950 S las Vegas Blvd Las Vegas, NV \ 
OCCURRED; 10/01/2017 #208hr$ OCCURRENCE:. , , ■, 89109. ■ , 

NARRATiyg: 

On i 0/01 /2017 i Officer 8, Angstrom P#16440 was working as a patrol officer assigned to graveyard shift at 
CCAC when the following events happened: 

At approx; 2208hr$ i was sitting in the briefing roorn when a call for shots fired came out over the radio. At this 
time, Sgt. Everett told all officers to run to their vehicles arid respond to this call. Officer Cole (FTO) and .1 were 
rolling code as I was trying to log into the computer. As that was unsuccessful,.! was hearing what sounded 
like automatic, gunfire over the radio and proceeded to grab the lethal shotgun. Officer Cole was able to log us 
on over WAfsTTS channel and we began operating as 1M22. 

We arrived at the corner of Reno. & Giles. Upon arrival, there were hundreds of bystanders that were running 
for cover away from the Route 91 event. As I opened the door to exit the vehicle, I loaded the shotgun and 
was met with loud and continuous automatic gunfire. We proceeded.to direct civilians away from the sounds of 
gunfire while we took cover. Officer Cole and I made our way to a large electrical box on the southwest corner 
of Reno & Giles just outside of the event fences while people, some with gunshot wounds and other injuries 
were running towards us. I directed them to keep going and get out of the area. We then made our way back 
to one of the patrol cars for cover and to help with other officers and injured. 

A short time after, a male later identified up to us carrying an injured female, the . 
female was later identified a$1|ipWijWpWHBBip|WpWi^^ to'1 us that his wife WpNP 
had just been shot in the head. BMMNftppeared to be bleeding, from the bead and was unresponsive. 
Officers Cole and Sims picked the wounded female up and placed her in the back of the patrol vehicle,. Her 
husband got in with her and began tending to her. 

Officer Cole then drove Code 3 to UMG while 1 rode passenger. When we arrived at UIV1C, | immediately 
exited the vehicle and opened the rear passenger door where the husband got but and I picked her up out of 
the vehicle. As 1 got her out of the rear seat, 1 instructed the husband to take the chest/head of 
order to keep her neck stable as i grabbed her feet. The husband and. I ran briskly to the stairs near the 
entrance where I tripped over the stairs but kept control of^BMi^fbet. This is where Officer Cole took 
control of her upper body and we ran^|Bip(Rnside where we placed her on a hospital bed. 

Date and Time of Report: ^ , 10/07/2017 0106hrs Officer; 8, EOflStrom P#; 16440 

Approved By: Officer: , R. Cole : P#: 13351 
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Officer Cole and I washed our hands arid proceeded to rod Code 3 from UMC to the command post located at 
SCAC* At this location we were tasked with sending strike teams oh the hood of a patrol car. After being there 
for approximately 30-45 minutes, we were assigned to Force Protection Team 22 which was taeKed with 
clearing the Route 91 event with EMT/Rre personnel; After clearing the area, Officer Cole and I made our way 
back to the command post where we told to change our uniforms and Meet with our Sergeant,' 

After changing our uniforms Officer Cole and i met with Sgt Everett at the location of Reno & Duke Ellington 
where we were security for 3 dead bodies* We were there until the Coroner & CSA arrived to process the 
scene and remove the bodies. At approximately 0900 hrs we were relieved by day shift officers and secured* 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Events 171001000565 

_. ■ 1 ' Active .Shooter.. ■ '' 
SUBJECT 

DIVISION DIVISION OF 
REPORTING; , , , CCAC/CC33$/patK>l OCCURRENCE: , CGAC/CC333/Patrpl . 

DATE & TIME LOCATION OF 
OCCURRED: . _10/01/17 ■ £208 ' OCCURRENCE; Us Vegas Blvd SIV, NV 89100 

NARR/fflYEf 

On 10/01/17 at 2208 hours while operating Rs marked patrol unit 3M?1 Officer E. Pazoscazares P#16450 was 
at GCAC completing my DOR with Officer G, Dobbins p#14910 and heard a Mbit working the Route 91 Harvest 
Festival calling out over the radio of shots being fired and later confirmed it was an Active Shooter; We 
immediately left the station and got back into our patrol car to head towards the festival using code 3 until we 
reached the location. Once we got to the intersection of Reno, and Koval in M3 we heard shooting coming from 
an unknown location and heard via radio that the shooter was on high grounds. So knowing that being in our 
vehicle for any longer could have made us a target we immediately pafked and stepped out the car to utilize-as 
a form of cover/concealment. 

Dobbins and I noticed many civilians and victim’s running down the street in terror and quickly told them to 
head, either east down Reno or North down Koval.to be able to stay away from gunfire. Many of the victims 
who had wounds ranging from slight scrapes to bullet holes causing massive bleeding stay on Reno behind 
our patrol car. and the other units who joined us. After for approximately 10 to 15 mins of designating people 
where to go I started to attend the wounded to the best of my abilities while a few. officers were covering the 
East and South sides of the street for any unknown threats that may occur, I was Helping a few people walk to 
a power box that was near us to utilize as cover while also telling people to keep moving back to go behind our 
vehicles. 

1 helped a man with a gunshot wound on his arm by putting my tourniquet on the highest point to help slow 
down the bleeding as much as possible, after I went Over to a group of people trying to pick of a woman with a 
gunshot wound to her leg. We picked her up as I applied pressure directly over the wound using my hand until 
we brought over towards the ambulance vehicles that were arriving to our ideation. Once we got her inside 1 
helped another Woman with a gunshot wound on her leg by applying a makeshift tourniquet of a shirt that she 
had in her possession and gave to me to use. While helping her a male apd female came to me asking if I 
could apply another makeshift tourniquet on the woman with a gunshot wound on her ankle which l applied 
immediately after. 

After ail the units there were attended to most of victims we posted behind our vehicle to provide coyer for the 
remaining people still waiting to get picked up and transported to UMC. Once mostly everyone was taken to 
UMC we stayed our position for any remaining victims or civilians to come and stayed there the rest of the 

Date and Time of Report; ■ 10/01/17*2015 . Officer:_ E. Pazoscazares . P#i 16450 

Approved By: Officer; P#: 

Signature: 
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CONTINUATION 
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night watching over the deceased that were thee to protect and preserve the scene until we were relieved of 
our duties at approximately 0630 hours 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER'S REPORT 
Etiif ciP Ml Event-#: 171001-3519 

■’Oick to Edit of Ropon" T^mr 
^_,_,•_Active Shooter /Mandaiay Bay Response_- ■ 

: SUBJECT 

DIVISION . DIVISION OF , , 
REPORTING;_ISP / Gang Vice Bureau OCCURRENCE:. , ., , SCAC , , ■ 

Mandalay Bay Hotel 
1 . location of 39$b South las VegasBWd Us Vegas, 

10-01-17 @221.5 hours OCCURRENCE NV 89119 ; . 

NARRATIVE; , , , _ ■ ' ' ' 

On October the 1 * 2017 @ approximately 2217 hours, I Detective M. Smith, P#72Q9, as part of the 
Gang Vice Bureau’s Intelligence Section, (at home ini an off-duty capacity) received notification from (2) two 
separate LVMPP Police Officers that an “active shooter was currently transpiring at the Mandaiay Bay Hotel / 
Casino, i retrieved my pack-set and began monitoring radio traffic. Based upon the obvious highly dynamic 
traffic, 1 immediately donned an LVMPD ARMOR tan BDU uniform and. retrieved my rifle and med-bag from the 
lock box in my take home vehicle. {Although currently assigned to the Gang Vice Bureau, I maintain 
certifications fpr part time medical support to various tactical teams in the valley, and possess issued medical / 
tactical gear from the ARMOR.section), 

Based upon the dynamics of the incident, i did not “tog on* and proceeded towards the. Mandalay Bay 
“code-3” in unmarked vehicle #9889. While en-route, constant information was being, relayed and multiple 
Officers were screaming for assistance. Given the nature of the broadcasts and the still very active scene, i 
planned to arrive at Koval south of Tropicana, in order to minimize the police footprint which was sure, to be 
closer to the primary scene. Given the close distance of my residence.to the Mandalay Bay, my travel time 
was approximately (5) five minutes, 1 arrived at SOSO Koval lane at approximately 2230 hours. 

Casualty Collection Point / ffflgfLKoxallam 
-CCAC Officer Samuel Wittwer Ptf 15218 -CCAC Officer Robert meie F#15356 
«CGAC Off,icerAsmyUf Pm5392 -4CAG0ffiC&JordanMitch?!! P#15037 

Upon arrival, it was immediately apparent that only (3) three Officers were present and were clearly 
undermanned, {1} one or (2) two marked Patrpi units Were on scene as well as a lone CCFD engine. The team 
of Officers were attending to the multiple victims while attempting tq provide scene security! Given the 
constant radio broadcasts, it was dear that no additional help would arrive at this location. Based upon the 
initial “scene size-up", casualties had been utilizing Koval lane as a northern egress from the concert, l 
donned my heavy vest and headset along with latex gloves, Multiple injured parties were strewn across the 
parking lot with others being carried by bystanders* An impromptu line of vehicles (mostly pick-up trucks) had 
formed in the parking lot, Contact was made with the CCFD Captain and i identified myself as a medic and 

Date and Time or Report: 10-13-17 Officer: M, Smith Frit; 7209 

Approved Bv: A. Burnett Officer: P#: 

Signature: , . 
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LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

CONTINUATION 
Event#: 171001 "3519 

asked where he needed help first. The Captain pointed to a group of unattended casualties at which time a 
rapid triage assessment was conducted. An unknown 20*30 y/o WFA possessing a gunshot wound to the right 
upper-teg was the first patient assessed. Like several pfher victims* she possessed a makeshift tourniquet 
fashioned from torn clothing- 1 explained to her that f needed to touch per leg / rear thigh in order to locate 
addition wounds (i,e. exit wounds) and informed her 'what} was doing' as I was doing it. Based upon the fact 
the tom clothing tourniquet had controlled the bleeping ahd ho additional wounds were present; she Was 
cleared for transport. The remaining victims in my "assigned" group wpre assessed and cleared in the same 
manner. 

During this time, an unknown male wearing medical gloves contacted me and asked if he could help- I 
gave him my vehicle keys* directed him to my Vehicle parked approximately 50 yards away, and asked him to 
retrieve my medic bag from the front seat. He immediately returned with the bag; provided me with the keys 
and advised me that he had locked my vehicle, (Multiple bystanders were on scene assisting in the same 
manner, Some were intoxicated individuals attempted to relay shooting information* while others assisted 
holding l.'A bags. One group of individuals had "commandeered" a 'mule' off-road utility vehicle and offered 
assistance). The line of trucks which had formed in the lot were being utilized as make shift ambulances* The 
(3) three multi-tasking Officers ware extremely busy loading victims and their families into pick-up trucks for 
transport.''Official ambulances" arrived sporadically, 

Radio traffic was then broadcasted in reference to a possible older male suspect who was armed and 
wearing military fatigues on Tropicana: The details of this report were unclear and the suspect’s location 
remained unknown. Several reports had previously been relayed reference additional shooting suspects 
prompting thp Dispatcher te state (something to the effect of): "Everybody take a deep breath and slow down. 
Please attempt to verify information before you broadcast it.” 

While continuing to assist arid load patients into vehicles, several parties directly across the street from 
our location began shouting and pointing. (1) one of. the unknown parties clearly shouted: ‘There he isf An 
unknown WMA 60-70y/o approximately 5*8 160 lbs was being taken into custody / escorted across the street 
by (1) one unknown Officer wearing a yellow raid jacket. By his clothing and.actions, it was presumed that the 
unknown Officer was in fact a Detective, The Detective stated that this subject was observed placing firearms 
into a motor home directly across the street from our casualty collection point. Additional information 
suggested that a second party was present in the trailer, (This information was either broadcasted by an off¬ 
site Officer or Dispatch. Based upon the dynamics of the event and constant information flow* recollection of 
where this info originated from remain unknown). 

I then requested assistance from Officer Thiele F#153S6 with clearing the trailer. The indignant WMA 
denied possessing any firearms and claimed that he and his Wife were staying at the Mandalay Bay where he 
believed his wife to currently be. We retrieved the keys from the suspect and proceeded across the street 
Given the exigent and emergent circumstances* Officer Thiele and f fn&de a warrantless entry and cleared the ; 
Trailer"* (which proved to be a motorhome). No additional parties were present A rapid cursory search did not 
reveal any firearms. Officer Thiele and myself returned to assisting Officer Mitchell P#15337 and Officer Uf 
P#15392 with the casualties which were still actively streaming in. 

After assisting additional victims into Various transports, a firefighter approached us and asked If I had 
dealt with the Officer down yet?" He then pointed towards (1) one of the marked Patrol units parked on the 
east side of Koval Lane, At this time* an Officer’s leg was observed hanging out of the vehicle* We 
immediately began running at which time Officer Thiele slowed me down and assured me that the ‘Officer 
Down' was “Okay" and directed me towards his squad-mate Samuel Wittwer P#t 6218, Wittwer was actively 
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covering the west end of the casualty collection point with (either a rifle or shotgun). Wittwer's right hoot had 
been removed and he was in obvious pain (Le. facial grimacing and intermittent groans). A visual inspection 
revealed that his right lower icefoot was slightly deformed. Given the dynamics of the event, I chose npt to 
immediately splint the injury, instead chose to apply a rapid supportive compression dressing around the upper 
foot / shin area with a supplemental icepack. Due to the severity of the. injury as well as his obviously 
excessive pain level, I placed an "KV,” catheter into Writer's right arm, in order to expedite administration of 
pain medication en route to, or upon arrival at the hospital An ambulance was located, and care of Witter was 
transferred to the arriving CCFQ ambulance personnel/. 

At this time, additional reports were broadcasted in reference to the elderly male suspect currently 
being detained. Information suggested that the male possibly possessed a black duffle bag and may have had 
explosives in the motorhome, Although Officer Thiele and myself previously cleared the motorhome, it was 
conducted very rapidly with little attention towards anything other than searching for actual people. Based 
upon this new information, we.returned to the motorhome and conducted a second search. A large black 
duffle bag was then located beneath the ’dining room’ table, i slowly Opened the bag at. which time an empty 
brown handgun holster with (2) two semi-automatic handgun magazines were located. I photographed the 
holster with my department issued cellphone and sent the photo to GVB Detective J, Vance P#9004, whom I 
knew was on duty. I requested that he contact dispatch and advise of the holster’s location, i.also requested 
that he "log me on” as well. Officer Thiele and myself then completed a more thorough’ search and ultimately.. 
secured the motorhome and locked it The Detective detaining the suspect was located and. briefed. Given 
the adequate number of medical personnel now onsite, I requested that Thiele accompany me towards the 
Mandalay Bay. 

While walking westbound, we surprisingly came into.contact with Officer Samuel Wittwer who was still 
seated in the Patrol vehicle with his (shotgun or rifle) providing cover. Officer Mitchell P#15337 was providing 
security for the injured Wittwer. 1 then asked Wittwer (pointedly) why he. was in fact still on scene after we had 
retrieved him an ambulance. Officer Wittwer then stated something to the effect that: "Those people need it 
more than I do. I want to stay and help. 1 have to help." 1 then.explained (sternly) that there were still reports of 
shooters in the vicinity and we couldn't go find them because Officers wouldn’t leave Wittwer while he was 
injured. With verbal assistance from Officers Lif, Mitchell, and Thiele, Officer Wittwer finally agreed and an 
ambulance driving code westbound on Tropicana was hailed. Officers then retrieved the gurney and assisted 
loading WittWer into the LVFR ambulance.. Once we were sure that Wittwer was finally secured, a medical 
report was given to the Paramedic, Wittwer was finally transported to Sunrise Trauma; (*On 10-2-17,1 
completed the LVMPD #615 “Patient Care Report" arid submitted it to LVMPD’s Assistant Medical Director). 

Hooter's MateWasm^ Casino 
-Officer Robert Thiele Pm5356 -GVBDetective Brio Stafford Pm3643 -GVB Officer Rafael Camacho Pm4905 
-G VB Officer Levar Bef! Pm3591 ~ODB Officer Robert Chamberlain P#6626 
-OD& Officer Dean Hennesy Pm736 -ODB Officer Bert Hughes P#675Q 

Various reports were still being broadcasted reference additional shootings at multiple casinos, 1 then 
requested that ail (4) four of us make our way to Mandalay Bay. Officer Mitchell (correctly) informed me that 
the fire department still required security at our current It was then determined that Officers Mitchell and 
Uf would remain at the casualty collection point while Thiele and I would make our way westbound towards 
Hooters Hotel i Casino, i returned to my vehicle, donned my helmet and retrieved my rifle. 

While walking westbound, constant streams of people were passed. Thiele and I ordered each to show 
us their hands, and informed them to show their hands to other Officers for the remainder of the evening. 
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Radio traffic continued to consist of requests from Officers for assistance and medical help. We were then 
hailed by a group of people huddled over an apparent body. Upon: arrival* an elderly male was conscious 
hbwever had injured his hip while attempting to fide the area arid had become immobile. While Officer Thiele 
assisted the male, an ambulance parked on Tropicana was retrieved, I contacted the CCFD medic and 
informed him about the elderly male, I apologized for the ’low priority’ patient however told the medic he 
needed extrication from the dynamic area. The firefighter was concerned about the "hot zone" and Otter 
assurances of his safety, the ambulance Was escorted approximately 50 yards to the elderly male where he 
was loaded and transported. Reports were now being broadcasted reference a possible shooter at the 
Tropicana Hotel. Officer Thiele and l mode our way westbound While doing our best to clear parked vehicles 
and people along the way. A body covered with a sheet was located west of Hooter’s Hotel on the sidewalk 
adjacent to Tropicana, It appeared that hotel security utilized crime scene tape to form a very small perimeter 
around the body however multiple bystanders were observed walking through / over the tape. 

A broadcast reference a male shot in the head inside the Tropicana Hotel was received and Officer 
Thiele transmitted our location and status phsite. We were met by an addjtional.cbntihgency of Officers 
including MACTAC Officer(s) Chamberlain P#6626, Hennesy P#6736, Hughes P#6750.as well as off duty.GVB 
Detective Stafford P# 13542. We were escorted through Troplcana’s casino floor where we were finally taken 
to a service corridor. Upon arrival, we were met by GVB Enforcement Officers) Bell P#13591 and Camacho 
P#14905 who stated that the victim was currently on the elevator en route towards us. The elevator opened 
and the victim was on a gurney in the care of CCFD medics. (The victim was: injured at the concert and had 
returned to his room at the Tropicana), After verifying that hotel security possessed no information regarding 
an active shooter on the casino floor, the now formed “strike team” made its way towards a staging location at 
the intersection of Tropicana and Las Vegas Boulevard. 

Mandalay Bay / Casino Level , 

-SCACSGT. Chris Dennis P#9811 -ODB Officer R. Chamberlain P#6626 -ODB Officer D, Hennesy Pm736. 
-ODB Officer B. Hughes PmSO -QVB Officer Rafael Camacho P#149Q5 -GVB Officer Levar Bell P#13591 
-SWAT Officer Levi Hancock P#7083 -K9 Officer David Newton P#5278 

At approximately 2250 hours* our team arrived af a makeshift staging location within the intersection of 
las Vegas Blvd and Tropicana where (2) two or (3) three ambulances as well as several Patrol units had 
arrived. Medical support was requested at the Mandalay Bay and Sgt Chris Dennis P#98i 1 organized a 
Strike Team and Officers Chamberlain P#6626, Hennesy P#6736, Hughes P#6750, Camacho P#14905, 
Bell P #13591 and I utilized a CCFD ambulance for transport to Mandalay Bay’s casino level. Upon arrival, we 
were requested to locate / escort casualties from the ’’Michael Jackson Theatre”. Upon arrival, our team 
arrived at the theatre and discovered several hundreds of people who had apparently been ordered to “shelter 
in place". If was determined that the casualties had been cared for and evacuated by the multiple Officers 
present within the theatre., Due to the adequate manpower within the theater corridor, Cur team returned to 
secure the now unguarded casino level. K9 Officer David Newton P#5278 and SWAT Officer Levi Hancock 
F#7083 and another unknown SWAT Officer arrived and joined our team. Radio traffic continued to be 
saturated with various reports of multiple shooters and victims. Officer Hancock received information from 
what 1 presumed to be the main CP and formed a team to go to an unknown floor in the hotel at which time he 
requested me to take the rear guard position. We awaited further instruction before leaving at which time our 
team continued to maintain casino floor security. 

Due to the lull in the action, Officer Hennesy and l entered the main casino floor’s bar and retrieved all 
of the water and Gatorade we could carry. (I left a note on the bar with my name and P# detailing what had 
been taken). We returned to the secured portion of the casino and discovered that Officer Hancock’s team had 
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already departed to an unknown floor. Shortly thereafter, an unknown male watked into our periphery, f 
informed Officer Hughes that !could not identify whether or not the unknown male was a Police Officer (due to 
my prescription glasses being left at home). Officer Hughes then ordered the non-compliant male to our 
position. After several commands, an unknown Ueutenant in Patrol uniform approached u$ and informed 
SOT Dennis that he in fact had let the male back into the casino; because "he was a guest here and it was oh* 
Qur team maintained primary security in the casino until a reddest from Dispatch was received.by SGT. Dennis 
at approximately 2330 hours to report to a new GP located.in Mandalay’s vaiet/swimming parking area. 

v Bay/ HomBoor Clearing 

-SWAT Officer Levs Hancock F#7Q83 -K9 Officer Oavid Newton Pm78 -K9 Officer Brnest Morgan P0S8S1 
-SWAT Officer James Ferrante P#13331 

Upon arrival at the "Valet CP", multiple Officers, Detectives, and SWAT Officers were staged for 
response, I was then contacted by SAP Officer John lindsley-Thayar R#9f 71, Officer Thayer relayed that the 
entire hotel had to be cleared room from room, and the SWAT team was being divided into (4) four man 
elements, each requiring a tac-medic. Officer Thayer assigned me to (l ) one of the SWAT elements while 
SAR Officer Donald Ruberio P#7144 switched my pack-set to the swat-simplexradio channel. I then joined my 
assigned team consisting of SWAT Officer Levi Hancock P#7083, SWAT Officer James Ferrante P#13331, 
K9 Officer David Newton P#5278 and K9 Officer Ernest Morgan P#5851. 

Officer Hancock was given a master, key-fob enabling entry into every room. Our assignment consisted 
of entering / clearing each hotel: room searching for suspects and or victims. (Officer Ferrante displayed a 
photograph of Officer Charleston Hartfield who was reportedly missing). Hancock relayed instructions that if 
anything suspicious was encountered in conjunction with a locked door, forced entry would be made. We 
received our floor assignment and responded to the 5lh floor. Upon arrival, the hotel rooms were standardized 
throughout the hallway; a grouping of (4) four doors together, with (2) two opposing doors on.each side of the 
hall; (3) three CCFD firefighters were assigned to our team and remained in the circular hub at the tail Of each 
hotel wing. Officer Hancock provided instructions that we were to “knock and announce” prior to utilizing the 
key-fob to make entry. In addition, (2) two Officers would be required to enter each room, {No solo clearing 
was permitted). Due to safety concerns, Officer Hancock suggested engaging' the deadbolt upon entry, 
ensuring that the clearing team would riot be left in a locked room. Upon entry, if an occupant was 
encountered, the situation was explained and each area of the room including closets and bathrooms were 
searched for suspicious items and or suspects / casualties. 

Our team cleared the 5th, 18tf\ 23^, 36th and 40th floor(s). After clearing the 23rd floon the firefighters 
informed Us that they "had to leave for shift changed Other teams reported the same information. We 
cbntinued the search while other teams waited for a medic tp join their clearing elements. Upon arriving at the 
36th floor, Officer Hancock stated that we were going to take a 5 minute break and “de-gear", We all sat down 
while monitoring the radio; f Was able to check my phone and discovered that my supervisor Sgt Andrew 
Burnett P#4907 had attempted to contact me multiple times, I then contacted him and informed him Of my 
Ideation, The, room to room search continued when we were assigned the 40th floor., Upon arrival, I observed 
firefighters from LVFR actively filming and taking photos of each other white sitting in the hub. We then located 
additional LVMPP units who were actively clearing rooms. All teams created a single team and completed the 
remaining floors in a fraction of the time, , 

Upon receiving confirmation that the hotel was cleared, all SWAT elements were ordered to return to 
the main CP located at SGAC. I then contacted Sgt. Burnett F#49Q7 at approximately 044$ hours and 
informed him that we had completed the floor,searches. Sgt. Burnett relayed that multiple GVB units were 
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staged at the entrance to the Treasure Island Hotel, I walKed to Tropicana / Las Vegas Boulevard where GVB 
Detective Stafford transported me to my vehicle at 5050 Koval lane. Upon arrival, the initial casualty collection 
point had been abandoned and was completely vacant except for (2) two vehicles occupied by persons 
wanting to return to their homes. The parking lot which had previously been the resting place of multiple 
casualties was littered with bloody Clothing and medical discards* j contacted (2) two unknown Mptor 'Tom" 
units who were blocking the intersection Of Tropicana / Koval lane. The units relayed their concern reference 
the U-turn I had made to arrive at their position* 1 asked if they were in fact aware of the crime scene adjacent 
to their location to which they replied "no", I asked for yellow tape which was not present I requested that 
they contact dispatch to which they agreed. Based Upon the fact l was not confident the information would be 
relayed to dispatch, l returned to 5050 Koval lane and captured multiple photographs utilizing my department 
issued cellphone for later uploading, i then traveled to Treasure (stand Hotel / Casino where 1 stationed with a 
large contingency of GVB Detectives as Well as NLVPD Patrol Officers, Qor staging team secured at 
approximately 1000 hours. 
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■ Active Shooter Routs 91 Concert, _ ■ 1 
■ -SUBJECT' ■ 

DIVISION DIVISION OF . ' 
REPORTING: ■_Events Planning ,_, OCCURRENCE: Events, Planning 

DATE & TIME ■ LOCATION OF 3901 Las Vegas Boulevard Las Vegas* 
OCCURRED: 1Q/01/2Q17 2208 ,,_ OCCURRENCE: . Nevada,89109 

NARRATIVE: 

On October 1,2017, i was assigned an overtime assignment at the Route 91 Festival located at 3901 Las 
Vegas Boulevard under LVMPD Event 171001-3519. My call sign for the event Was 173SE and my partner 
was Officer Steve Balonek P#6230 (172SE), We were in charge of pedestrian and vehicle traffic on the exterior 
of the fairgrounds of the festival at the intersection of Giles and Mandalay Place Drive. The location was on the 
far southeast end of the venue directly behind the main stage* Our initial hours of operation were tentatively 
from 1300 hours until 0100, 

At approximately 1700 hoofs, myself and Officer Balonek observed a flashing light (possibly a strobe tight) 
facing east about 10 floors up of the Mandalay Hotel. Officer Balonek obtained his binoculars and stated the 
light appeared to be $ to 10" in diameter and if was positioned at the bottom of the window with the drapes 
pulled around it. Balonek further stated it appeared there was a television on.in the adjoining and he could not 
see any movement inside the room. 

At 2208 hours, during a sohg being performed by Jason Aldean, we heard a series of three to four loud bangs 
coming from the southwest portion of the stage. Approximately 30 seconds later, we heard the same sound 
and determined it to be gunfire. The bursts lasted approximately 3 to 7 seconds in length coming from what 
sounded like a fully automatic rifle. The rounds were hitting the ground close to our location which was directly 
in the middle of the street adjacent to my work vehicle (2017 Ford F-150 vehicle 4898) and sporadically in the 
vicinity both north and south of. our immediate location. Officer Balonek and .1 immediately took a position of 
concealment and attempted to locate the source pf the gunfire. Officer Balonek stated he saw a figure near the 
top floors of the Mandalay Bay hotel who appeared to be standing on a shooting platform and approximately 4 
to 8 feet back from the window. Simultaneously, over a hundred concert attendees began to flood put the rear 
exit near the stage. We motioned to the attendees to come toward our location and continue tp run northeast 
as quickly as possible. 

During the commotion, an unknown, citizen gairied acqesp to my vehicle (4398), but Was subsequently 
removed by other attendees and or friends. Nevada Highway trooper Niswonger arrived a short time later and 
took up a tactical position and assisted us in evacuating patrons from the venue. There were several reports pf 
additional ^active shooters*1 in and around the entire Las Vegas Boulevard, As we attempted to access the 

Date and Time of Report: 10/10/2017 0833 hours. Officer: Defective Qlfrfin BfOpK F* 3308 

Approved By: , , , ■ Officer: F* 

Signature: _ 
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venue to assist with, patrons who were pinned down* additional gunfire and ricpchets were hitting directly next 
to u$ and our vehicles, A short While later, i was able to retrieve my vehicle and move it east of our initial 
location and positioned it so we could use it for better concealment We continued to work in a three man 
element through the entire event and continuously assisted attendees to safer locations until we were relieved 
by other officers at approximately 0600. hours. 
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Mandalay Bay-Activa Shooter incident 
' SUBJECT 

Event*: LLV171001003519 

division division of Convention Center Area Command 
REPORTING; ,■ patrol . : OCCURRENCE; , (QCAC) ^ 

date & time location OF 3901 S. Las Vegas Boulevard, LV, NV 
OCCURRED; , ,. . , , 1Q/Q1/2Q17 , ' ; ■ , ; OCCURRENCE: ; , / 99119 , 

NARRATIVE; , 

On October 1,2017,1 (666) responded to an active-shooter event at 3901 S. las Vegas Boulevard; 
the Route 91-Country Music Festival At 2208 hours, a unit (169SB) working overtime at the venue, broadcast 
radio traffic which advised tiiat gunshots were fired, and multiple yiptime were down. During the minutes 
following, numerous individuals called 911 to report the same. 

While 1 was en route to the event, various details were broadcast, Initially it.wap believed the shooter 
was inside the venue, then from an adjacent street, and finally from the Mandalay Bay Hotel, Shortly before my 
arrival,,units were advised to stay off Las Vegas Boulevard.. 1 arrived and Tropicana and Las Vegas Boulevard 
where 1 met with multiple patrol units who were stopping all. traffic. I advised.! would establish a Command Post 
(CP) at my location, per a request made by Lieutenant. R. Spencer. Captain Pelletier then directed the CP and 
a Staging Area be established at South Central Area Command (SCAC). Shortly thereafter, I took over the 
duty of managing the casualty collection location.. 

I worked collectively with a Clark County FD captain to establish Force Protection Teams to accompany 
paramedics into the crime scene so medical triage could be initiated. Several vehicles arrived which were 
loaded with injured/bloody victims whom were subsequently transported to area hospitals. Field Training 
Officer (FTO) Brenda Najarro acted as my scribe. 

As the event continued, multiple "shots fired" calls were made to dispatch that reported gunshots at the 
intersection of Tropicana and Las Vegas Boulevard, Officers took cover behind, vehicles posted within the 
intersection, At one point, a group of firefighters ran from the Tropicana Hotel arid advised gunshots were fired. 
I broadcast the traffic. 

The units who responded to the event from my squad (GC33) includes: FTO Tomas,Peralta #13912 
and his trainee, Officer Austin Lea #16397; FTO Chris Gibson #14009 and his trainee, Officer David Pangan 
#16097; FTO Josh Haynes #14010 and his trainee, Officer Brady Cook #15280; FTO Larry De Souza #13979 
and his trainee, Officer Anthony Mariscai #16415; FTO David Westhead #14467 and his trainee, Officer Derek 
Flamm #14950; FTO Brenda Najarro #12616 and her trainee, Officer Steve Garrett #14943; FTO Justin Letter 
#14745 and his trainee, Officer Tyfer Peterson #16439; and FTO Garrett Dobbins #14910 and his trainee, 

Date and Time of Report; __10/05/17 @ 1945__ Officer; Hddt . F#; 7454 

Approved By; Hgldt , ■ Officer: , . F#: 

Signature: 
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Officer Eduardo Pazos-Cazares #16450; and tralnee-Officer Spencer Freeman #161 &7. Officer Derek Stebbins 
#14149 did ndt respond to the event because he was assigned to an event at Sunrise hospital; however, he 
assisted with incoming victims at Sunrise Hospital; 

Minutes after FTO Haynes and Officer Cook arrived, Officer Cook Was shot in the right shoulder. The 
body cam footage captured by FTO Masthead's camera captured the audio; Whiie observing officers hiding 
behind a patrol car to avoid gunfire, I overheard Officer book yeii I(rve been shotUVe been shotr 

Officer Haynes broadcast that an officer was shot, and he was en route to University Medical Center 
(UMC). A short time later, Mearned Officer Cook was struck/injured; 

If additional information 1$ necessary to complete the After Action Report, contact me* 
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Active Shpoter Response at Route 91 Concert 
* —™ SUBJECT 1 : ^ ..... 

DIVISION 
ISO . 

DIVISION, OF 
CPD REPORTING; , occurrence; 

DATE & TIME 
10-01 -20.1.7 2208 hrs. 

, LOCATION OR 
Mandalay Say Hotel/Route 91 Venue, OCCURRED: , OCCURRENCE: 

MflAUV-E; 

Officers Involved from Maior VjQiatQrs Seotion: 

Lt. Erik Lloyd, #3958 

MV21 (CAT! 

Sgt. Joe Emery, #3936 
Det. Sean Beck, #6275 
Det. Travis Cord, #5584 
Det. Danny Hawkins, #9151 
Dot. Linda Theobald, #8097 
Det. Justin Zinger, #9206 

tmzmm 

Sgt. Prokopios (ike) Ziros, #4239 
Det Brendan LeBlanc, #7316 
Det. Craig Ulienthal, #5290 
Det. Troy Radke, #5255 
Det Larry Rinetti, #9036 
Det. Tim Schoening, #4498 

MV33 mop> 

Det. Kristine Anderson, #5754 
Det. John Beckerle, #8299 
Det. Brian Jackson, #9690 
Det. Mike O^Hatforan, #9626 

Synopsis: 

Date and Time of Report: 1Q-12-2Q17 Officer1: . Lt, Erik Lloyd p#; 3955 

Approved By: U. Lloyd Officer: _. i ^ i ' ■ ■ p#: 1  
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On 10-01-2017 at approximately 2210 hrs, I received a cali from Sgt. ike Ziro$ telling me to turn on the radio to 
CCAG channel, I did so and heard the radio traffic of the active shooter from Mandalay Bay. As I was listening i 
heard that the officers seemed to need additional help, especially at the concert venue, I called my Captain, 
Will Scott, and asked him if l could call out the Major Violators Section (3 squads) and respond to help. He 
agreed and i called out my three squads informing them to meet me at the CP located at SCAC. 

l met my squads at the CP at SCAC at approximately 2300 - 231Q hrs* l went to the QF and was requested to 
take my detectives to the Route 91 concert venue location at Giles and Ali Baba streets. We parked and 
entered through Gate 5 in full tactical wear* I had been asked to “clear” the venue of possible victims and 
witnesses, 

I divided my .detectives into groups of two and we spread out and, started walking through the venue grounds, 
We came across a witness citizen just inside the gate and directed him to wait outside the gate on Giles $t We 
continued walking north through the grounds and subsequently cleared two different sets of porta-potties and 
all the food trucks/stands, I came upon the medical tent by Gate 2/3 and witnessed four dead bodies, (two . 
men/two Women) lying on the ground by the tent. One victim had been placed in a wheelbarrow and the other 
three were lying in close proximity to each other just outside the tent opening. W.e found a citizen sitting next to 
one of the dead women holding her hand. We respectfully asked him to leave and he agreed. There were two 
MOM security guards who were Standing there also and we asked them to stand by the four bodies while we 
continued to search the grounds. 

Continuing our search north we came upon three metro officers who were inside a trailer attempting to watch 
Video of the venue; We were not advised of their presence or reason for being there by the CP or dispatch, 

I walked through the main stage area and saw at least 18-22 dead bodies strewn throughout the field area. We 
also came upon several security and LV^PP uniformed officers who Were staged to the far south by the 
performer trailers. 

We fbund three female employees of a bar hiding under the bed inside a trailer and helped them Walk out of 
the grounds and onto Giles St. 

After clearing the grounds, i advised the CP of what we had found and that we were done searching, We were 
then asked to come back to the CP for further deployment, 

yve did not get another deployment upon arriving back at the CP and were then told to secure about 0230 hrs, 

Lt. Erik Lloyd, #3955 
MVNC8, Major Violator Section 
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"Click to Edit Date/Time of Report" , "PRINT" 

| NVEST1GATIFQtlOWU P ON ACTIVE SHOOTER MANDALAY BAY HOTEL 
^ .-*» I —: SUBJECT ■ "'L'"", — 

division division of 
REPORTING: ISP ■ OCCURRENCE: '' ; : | ISP^■ ■ ..■. ; 

DATE ft TIME LOCATION OF 
OCCURRED: 10/03/2017 _OCCURRENCE: 150 NORTH LVBLVP 

NARRATIVE: ' 

PERSONS at SCENE: 

INVESTIGATIVE PERSONNEL: 

T DET.r; R!e$selmannt PW6 
2, DET J, GRETKA, P#7545 
3. BQT* p. Rhoads, m$0i 

police Unitsofthe Downtown, Area ComrnanCl Patrol Investigative Section were tasked With follow up pn the Actlve Shooter Incident.. 

The suspect was found to, have rented roomsin the Downtown. Area during another Special Event catted LIFE IS BEAUTIFUL; this 
report, is the irasults of a portion of the investigation. , , 
SUSPECT: 

1. STEPHEN CRAIG PADDOCK: ', 

DETAILS:, 
Affiant was tasked With follow up on the active, shcoter incident and the Mandalay Bay Hotel on 10/01/2017. Affiant learned the, 

suspect had rented one of three rooms through a service KNOWN ad Air BNBEXECS. This service provides hotel or condominium 

rooms for clients, wishing aopommodations for staytng in Las Vegas* . 

Affiant was contacted due, to room numper 1703 being available for rental at this ISO North tafl Vegas Boulevard address. The room 
was rented from Air SNB EXECS', Pepresentative.J^|J|||^^B& by the suspect betweenSfiptember 24-28-2017. h ' '' i 

Information gained from MHMiHMpIvOtved PRK5I$ Of the ROOM 1703 and the TEXT correspondences betweehttHH£ and 
PADDOCK* This Information was, passed onto the TASK farce assigned with the, investigation via $gt P* Rhoads ;P#68GT^^^ 

There were no other correspondences between^fP^nd Paddock except what was related to the mom and its rente). 
Respectfully 

T* Rlesselmann, 

P#3956 

Downtown Area Command 

Patrol investigations. 

Date and Time of Report: 

Approved By: 

10/04/2017 @10:31 

PET SOT P. RHOADS, P#65Q1 

Officer 

Officer: 

Signature 

t, Rtesseimann p#; 3956 
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, , Active Shooter incident , " , ■ , 
,™1 1 ' """ : : ! | ^suSicT ^ : * ^ ~ ^ ■ 

DIVISION DIVISION OF 
reporting; , PD Investigations OCCURRENCE; . Patrol 

DATE & TIME ■■ LOCATION OF 
OCCURRED; 10/01/20172200hours . OCCURRENCE: ■■ ■ .. Rt 81 Festival . ___ 

NARRATIVE; ■ ■ _ _ . 

On 1 p/01 /2017 at approximately £230 hours, 1 was alerted via text message frPm my squad pf four detectives 
they had arrived on ah active shooter call, At the time of the incident, I was taking my lunch break so I 
immediately checked my radio for current radio traffic and drove code 3 to the South Central Area Command 
where I am assigned. I was dressed in plain clothes, so I ran to my locker where I put on my vest and 
grabbed my tactical gear. My plan was to go to the Mandalay Bay where my squad was currently at but the 
staging area Was being set up in the front parking lot of the station so I went out to see if i could assist; 

Lt Carlos Hank was .in charge of the staging area and there was some confusion trying to get everyone 
assigned so I jumped in to help. I asked Lt. Hank what! could do to help and he assigned me to.begin 
checking In arriving officers and assigning them a strike team number. This was completed by writing the 
teams on the hood of three different patrol cars. We worked in conjunction with the fire department, North Las 
Vegas,.Henderson, Nevada Highway Patrol and Homeland Security. We assigned over 55 strike teams during 
the course of the night and gave them different assignments as needed. 

During this time I stayed In contact with my squad by text messaging. Jesse Berg, P# 7201 was assigned to 
cameras inside the Mandalay Bay. Detective Farrah.Edge, P# 8645, Veri (Craig) Conover, P# 8388 and 
Stephen Trzpis P# 8563 formed into a team with other officers and went up to floor 32. Det. Edge & Conover 
began evacuating guests staying on that floor. Det. Trzpis carried the shield to provide protection for the team 
he was formed with and ultimately entered the apartment with the direction from a SWAT officer who was on 
hi$ team. After the room was cleared, my detectives responded back to staging, 

Date and Time of Report: __,1.0/08/20171800 Officer: S. Clark p#7 4261 
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LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER'S REPORT 
Event#: 171 Dot "3519 

Click hare to tenter text _. _' 
■. subject 

DIVISION DIVISION OF 
REPORTING; , PD , OCCURRENCE: , . , PD 

"t '■ ...—.:... , ....."t—*. 

DATES TIME 
OCCURRED; .■■■t 10/01/17 2255Hrs 

lOCAflONOF 
OCCURRENCE: Route 91 Country Festival 

NARRATIVE: 

Officer Invofyed; 

Details; 

*t ^ " v" , .f 

Sergeant Todd Richter P#4374 

■ s ■ ■% 

Qn 10/01/17 at approximately 2214Hrs, 1 Sgt. T: Richter Was notified by Det. D. Cordero of an active shooter 

call working on CCAC channel. (was off duty and at homeatthe time. There were.no further details at the 
time; Upon learning that it was a confirmed incident and there was a possibility of numerous active shooters 
on Las Vegas Blvd, I contacted my supervisor, A/Capt L Desimone and requested my squad be activated for a 

response. It was immediately granted and I notified all of the members of SC26 of the situation arid to respond 
to SCAG for further assignments. 

Upon my arrival to SCAC, l immediately dressed out and reported to the staging area, It C; Hank then 

assigned me a Strike Team and was, directed to head over to the Harley Davidson across the street to secure 
and protect any witnesses from the incident. My strike team secured business, but later learned that the 

witnesses were responding to another location and officers were not needed at our location. 

l reported back to the staging area and 1 was made an assistant to It Nank in command and control'functions. 

The officers and junior sergeant from my task force were reassigned to other duties, (assisted at the staging 
area for the remainder of the incident until OSOOhrs, When l became pail of the Calls for Service ''A* Roster, 

Oa(e and Tima of Report; 10/08/17 1400HfS Officer; Sat Todd Richter F#: 4374 

Approved By: Officer; P#: / 
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LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event U: 171001*3519 

' Active Shooter Ftesppnse 
. i ™ ^TSjSSSr ^ : ; ; " ; ;, . 

DIVISION , DIVISION OF 
reporting: Community Policing - EAC , occurrence; . Patrol investigations - EA36 

date & time location of Rout© 91 Festival^ Sunrise .Hospital; 
OCCURRED: _10/01/^017 @ 2530 hours OCCURRENCE: $1 ft6 S Maryland Fkwy, tVN 091,09 

NARRATIVE: 

On 10/1/2017 at 2300 hours, i} Detective C. Garda P# 8913, was logged oh and operating as unmarked 
Detective Unit FP80.1 was assigned to the Enterprise Area Command Patrol investigations section, squad 

At the time of the event, myself along with Detectives of EA36 were monitoring the radio when we Overheard 
the radio broadcast of the Active Shooter event. As we prepared to respond to the CP, we learned that almost 
all EAC marked Patrol units had been deployed to critical infrastructure within the area command with the 
remaining dispatphed to the scene of the: Active . Shooter. Detectives ward ordered to stand down and remain at 
EAC to. augment "Stay at Home” squads as per the MACTAC policy. 

On 10/02/2017 at or about OOOOhours, BA36 was deployed to Sunrise Hospital, with little to no instructions. 
Upon arrival, we met with patrol officers and Capt. Splinter who had assumed control over the security of the 
hospital. We observed patrol officers maintaining a security perimeter around the hospital with rifles and 
barricades deployed. Detectives learned that officer's on scene had been tasked with security and not making 
contact with or identifying any victim's. 

Detectives then began making contact with the injured in an effort to identify victim's, witnesses, and any 
deceased. In total, Detectives identified approximately 115 victims and gathered their information to include 
names, date of birth, addresses and phone numbers. Along with obtaining identifying and contact information, 
detectives conducted short interviews with those victims who were able to speak/Detectfves collected any 
Intelligence regarding the incident to include the victim's locations and Injuries, Among those interviewed, mbs! 
reported hearing what they described as fireworks before seeing other attendees funning in various directions. 
Most victim's reported being injured while attempting to flee the area from the gunfire. 

During this process it was learned that Officer Qharlesion Hartfield has been transported to an unknown 
hospital where he had expired. At the time, Capt Splinter advised me that He had not yet been located and his 
family was at UMC attempting to locate his body. Having previously worked with Officer Hartfield, Capt. 
Splinter and 1 closely examined the deceased in an effort to locate and identify the body of Officer Hartfield. 
Among the deceased, we located the body of a male matching the description of Officer Hartfield but no 

Date and Tims of Report; 10-10-17/1 ■Officer: C, Hgweil P#; 9634 
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CONTINUATION 
Event #: 171001-3519 

identification could be found fn his property. After reviewing his social media profile to view current 
photographs of him, we were able to positively identify Officer Hartfield's body through various marks and 
tattoos. That information was the passed aiong to the Command Post to make any arrangements and 
notifications. 

After collecting information frpm victims, Detectives began assisting hospital staff in the identification of the 
remaining (13) thirteen deceased victims which had been moved into a separate area of the hospital. After 
receiving approval from the coroner's office &nd direction from Capt. Splinter, Detectives began the process of 
identifying the deceased by searching for any identification from the deceased bodies. During this process it 
was discovered that approximately half of the deceased did riot havp any forms of identification on their 
person. Detectives then documented physical characteristics, identifying marks, tattoos and any other 
information on each decedent in an effort to assist with identification. Once a decedent had been positively 
identified, the identifying information was passed on to Sunrise Hospital personnel who cduld make the proper 
notifications. , 

Detectives then assisted hospital staff in contacting friends and families of the victims who were flooding the 
hospital waiting area and information desks. Detectives began collecting information about any missing or 
deceased persons; Detectives also worked with hospital staff to locate and identify any unidentified victim who 
was. being treated and unable tp speak-While, working with hospital staff, detectives made rounds through the.. 
different areas of the hospital to locate and identify victims to help with reunification with family and friends. 

During, this process. Detectives also worked in conjunction with the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) in an 
attempt to coordinate a proper response and assist Sunrise Medical with their mass casualty protocol. 
Detectives shared information with the FBI about victims to help further the investigation. 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER'S RSFORT 

ROUTE 91/MANDALAY BAY ACTIVE SHOOTER 

Brent# LLV171001003519 

SUBJECT 

DIVISION 
REPORTING: COAC/pATRpL/CCai 

DIVISION OF, 
OCCURRENCE: CCAC 

DATE & TIME LOCATION OF 
OCCURRED:_, IQ/Ql/1,7 ggOOHRS- OCCURRENCE: 3950 $ LA& VEpASSLVD,,LVt NV89109 

NA8B.A.UVE; 

On 10/01/17 at approximately 220Ohrsf I Officer R, Chase 13533 and Officer R, Theobald P#6468 
were operating as marked patrol unit 9M31*.working CGAC swing shift Radio traffic came out 6f an active 
shooter at Route 91 festival Ideated across the street from Mandalay Bay. We then went enroute to the 
incident, ■ 

We then arrived in the area of the Route 91 festival when updates were coming out that the shooter 
was possibly in Mandalay Bay, we then headed to Mandalay Bay, Upon Arrival to Mandalay Bay, we made 
.entry at the west valet, eventually meeting up with and joining a.strike team that was clearing, the west side. 
casino/convention center area. While clearing ihe casino, updates were coming over the air that there were 
possibly more shooters going into other casinos. We then split the strike team up to send half to the other 
casinos and half to stay and clear Mandalay Bay. We then ran to. my SUV and loaded up the new strike team 
to go to the Paris Hotel/Casino to address the other possible shooter. 

. Upon arrival to the Paris, we did a quick clear of the casino floor and received updates from security 
that they haven’t heard any shots fired. At this time, there was an. Update of a male entering the Bellagio with a 
rifle. The strike team then ran across Las Vegas Blvd to the Bellagio to address this possible shooter. Upon 
arrival to the Bellagio, contact was made with Bellagio security who also advised they.heard.no shots fired on 
their property. At this time we began to realize the new calls of shooters were either diversions to get police 
spread out or it was citizens cailing in plain clothed officers. We then, loaded up the strike team to go to 
Tropicana/Las Vegas Blvd for updates. 

Upon arrival to Tropicaria/Las VegasBlvd, Officer thepbald and 1 became “Force Protection 6” to assist 
FD/Medicai in clearing areas. We responded to Tropicana Hotel/Casino first, clearing the rooms/locations of 
possible injured/deceased. We then responded to New York New York Hptai/Gasino to do the same, After 
that, we then went to the Mandalay Bay to assist in clearing the Hotel floors. . , 

Upon arrival to Mandalay Bay, we became part of another strike team and received instructions from 
SWAT to clear specific floors, room by room, to look for any injured, deceased, or anything suspicious to 
report. After clearing the assigned floors we then made the journey back to our patrol car to head into the 
station. 
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LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event#; LLV171001003519 

Route 91 Festival. Shooting, 
SUBJECT 

DIVISION 
CCAC 

DIVISION OF 
,. CCAC ." REPORTING; OCCURRENCE: 

DATES TIME 
, TO-1-17 2204 

LOCATION OF 
, , MOM Festival Grounds OCCURRED}; OCCURRENCE: 

NARRATIVE; 

On 10-1-17 at approximately 2200 hours, I, Officer C. Cooney P#13581 and Officer A. Saleem P#t 3393 were 
operating marked patrol unit 629A, I was driving the patrol vehicle and had parked in thb southeast parking 
lot of the Tropicana hotel white Officer Saieem and I were performing administrative Retd Training tasks. 

, Minutes later, we heard the first radio broadcast from the Special Events unit announcing that there were shots 
fired at the Route 91 festival; I immediately activated my. body worn camera and began to drive southbound 
through the parking lot towards East Reno Avenue. Steady automatic:gunfire could be heard as we responded 
Code 3 down Reno and onto Giles St. Officer Saleem announced our arrival on the radio within seconds of the 
initial broadcast. We heard the radio traffic that there was ah active shooter inside the festival and 1 parked the 
squad car on Giles. As Officer Saleem. and 1 exited our vehicle, we observed the initial crowds of people 
exiting the festival.: 1 was armed with a shotgun and Officer Saleem drew his handgun and we ran towards the , 
first open gate on the northeast corner of the festival. ; 

Automatic gunfire continued as we ran down Giles Street and I yelled for. the crowds to.run to safety. I posted 
myself at the open gate with Officer Saleem and tried to. assess the layout of the festival. A passerby told me, 
"Southwest corner, southwest corner." Officer Saleem and I were joined at the gate entrance by Officer lefler 
and his Officer-in-training Peterson. We now had a 4-man STRIKE team formed and 1 noticed that Officer 

, Lefler was armed with an AR15 so I advised him.to take the point position.j told the team that the threat was 
coming from the southwest corner and we moved into the festival as an element. 

As we moved, our team was continuously yelling to the fleeing crowds to run out to the street to safety. There 
was mass confusion and panic in the crowds. Officer Lefler and I tried to seek the best cover we Could as we 

. were in a concession area. We moved west as a team element across the concession lane and proceeded 
south towards the open audience area of the concert. As we beared the end of the row of. concession areas, a 
long burst of automatic gunfire was heard; Officer Lefler and I observed that the rounds were impacting on the 
ground directly ahead of us and the audible crack of the impacts was drawing closer to our position, I yelled 
out to the team that the gunfire was getting closer and Officer Lefler yelled out for the team to move back. 

The team draw back to the end of. a nearby food concession trailer and , took the best cover we could find,, t , 
immediately moved to the west pad of the trailer in an attempt to observe the shooter's position, To our west i 

Date and Time of Report; ___ 10-7*17 1934 , Officer; , C. Cooney_. m 13581 
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CONTINUATION 
Event#: LL VI71001003$ 19 

observed fleeing crowds across a large and poorly-lit open area, I scanned the area to the southwest while 
gunfire was heard. While I heard rounds impact near our position, i could observe no muzzle flashes to return 
fire, A flood of civilians poured past our position in a desperate attempt to escape the gunfire. Many were 
telling us Of relatives that were shot and down while others in a shocked state of disbelief at what was 
occurring, Our team advised everyone to run out of the festival as fast as they could. 

Automatic gunfire continued and the sound of impacts again grew closer to bur position. I advised the team 
that rounds were impacting near us and I swapped positions with Officer tefier so that he could potentially 
return more accurate fire with an AR15 across the large open ground than l could.with my shotgun. 

Our team formed a tactical V at the concession stand with me and Officer Saleem covering: the south and 
Officers Lefler and Peterson covering the west. Civilians huddled around our position for safety. Knowing, that 
we really just had concealment and not solid cover, our team yelled at everyone to keep running .until they 
were out of the festival. The only thing our team knew for. certain was that we were receiving heavy incoming 
fire from the southwest. The shooter was definitely trying to fire into the crowds that were fleeing towards the 
east and northeast gates. 

I asked many fleeing people What they saw in an attempt to gain a suspect description or location. The 
answers I received were that there were at least three shooters.insid.e the festival itself, that the shooting was . 
coming from the Mandalay Bay or Delano, or that the shooting was coming .from the outer fence to the west of 
our position. ' 

I observed several civilians providing aid to others by carrying the wounded out on wheelbarrows or makeshift 
stretchers. Some civilians, disregarded our warnings to leave and instead ran back into check on a missing or 
injured loved one. Despite the carnage all around us, some people did not.seem to understand the danger they 
were in. I even observed two men in the crowd get into fist fight for unknown reasons; One of the men was 
punched unconscious by the other and two other men: dragged the man to safety. 

Once the gunfire subsided after minutes of barrages, our team was able to the move up to the end of the 
concession area and the beginning of the open field of the audience area. Wp still could not observe any 
suspect movement. What laid before us was an open, dark field scattered with the injured, deceased, and 
those remaining to render aid. We continued to try to gain intelligence about suspect description dr position 
but there were still no clears answers to be had. Two more Officers armed with rifles joined our team and the 
fluorescent lights of the concession stand We were, huddled behind^ were broken So our location would not be 
revealed to the shooter. The entire duration of bur actions were based bn the assumption that there cou!d be 
multiple armed assailants Inside the venue. We proceeded to conduct MACTAC operations based on this. 

Officer Letter and l were still on point and formulated a plan to cross the open field using bounding overwatch. 
The only nearby cover was a bar located in the center of the field, beyond the bar was several dark trailers 
that posed an unknown threat, Officer Lefler covered the trailers with, his rifle and I informed the rest of.the 
team what the plan was; that i would run to the center bar with one other Officer in bounding overwatch. 
Officer Saleem volunteered to go with me and we both ran to the center bar and cleared it for the rest of the 
team to move up. 

the team proceed to move up and clear the center trailers that led to the main stage area of the concert. Our 
team was joined by several other Officers at that point whose names are unknown, to me. While clearing the 
main stage area, we observed dead bodies and more wounded. We continued, to warn, the lingering civilians 
that there was still a present threat due to the suspect not being confirmed located or down. 

PageS 
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CONTINUATION 
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Our team cleared all of the main stage, trailers behind the stage, and the backstage VIP area as we moved to 
the southwest comer of the festival grounds near Mandalay Bay road and Las Vegas Blvd South, As were 
Cleared each area, I took notice that there Were no shell casings on the ground of the areas we checked inside 
the festival. Along the far western wall, we discovered three Officers that had been pinned down. One of ,the 
Officers on our team that was armed with a rifle remained With those Officers as the rest of us evacuated a 
civilian who had been pinned down there. 

We brought the civilians back to the area we had just cleared, vyhich.was where the performers* tour buses 
were located. We rendezvoused with Lieutenant Spencer and other Officers there. The information coming 
over the radio was of active shooters at resorts all over Las Vegas Bivd South. Concerned that the attack on 
the concert was the first of a broad-scale attack, lieutenant Spencer ordered us to shelter in place with the 
remaining civilians to lay on the ground inside the tour buses while Officers formed a protective perimeter 
around the buses, some of which had bullet impacts. 

Lieutenant Spencer took special care to check on each Officer on the perimeter and he ensured that we had 
water and were able to tell our loved ones we were okay. He also asked me if I had any suggestions to 
improve the plan butt told him that l agreed that this was the beet plan with the information we had. 

it was not until the lull in the action as I was on my perimeter spot in the southwest corner of the venue that 
another Officer told me that the news was reporting that there was a hple in the windows of the Mandalay Bay. 
Even then, 1 needed assistance to spot the hole in the window due to the.darkness of night. 

Officer Frederick arranged for a passenger van to evacuate the remaining civilians and take them to the church 
at Reno and Giles where the Mobile Command Vehicle had been set up. Within two van loads, all of the , 
civilians were evacuated from the backstage area. Officer Saleem and .l were at the Mobile Command Vehicle 

told us his experience of the shooting from his perspective. said that he was on stage playing when he 
heard the first few pops. He said he was confused like everyone was and looked around but didn’t see 
anything out of the ordinary, The next large barrage of fire he said was so loud to him that it sounded as if 
someone was right next to the stage firing shots. At that same time,^pfcMd us that he could see people in 
the audience dropping to the ground In Waves". Someone backstage yelled out toMMPthat it was gunfire 
and for him to get down, That's when he ran off the stage and went, to protect his pregnant wife. «MMivas 
inside the tour bus that I protected on pur perimeter until he was evacuated* 

Once Officer Saleem and I returned to the church and the MCV? we were assigned by Sergeant Btilmer to 
watch one of the gates on the east Side of the festival until we were relieved. 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event#: LLV171001003519 

_ 1 .. ' eai,4 Active ,,n. ■.■'. ''. ' '.;_■ 
1 ' ' 1 SUBJECT 

DIVISION ■ DIVISION OF , 
REPORTING: GPP OCCURRENCE: , . CPD ■ ■ 

DATE & TIME LOCATION OF V 
OCCURRED: __. 10/01/17 -2205 ' , ,OCCURRENCE:, 3950 S Las Vegas BLVD LVN 59119 

NARRAIJy.E: 

On 10/07/17 Sit 2205 hours, I, $GT Hee P#13584, was operating as marked CPD sergeant over Enterprise 14, 
Under my command were Officer Tromboni P#9331., Officer Childers P#14833» Officer Prisbrey P#147511 and, 
Officer Nickel P#15074, -At: approximately 22.15 hours, we were conducting pre-shift briefing when we were 
informed by a swing shift defedtive about the active shooter incident at the Mahcialay Bay; 

My squad responded directly to the command post that was being set up at the South Central Area Command 
front parking lot and arrived at 2225 hours, Officer Tromboni deployed his patrol rifle and we.donned our 
helmets and gas masks. We reported in to IT Hank,., who was setting up the command post.: We were 
designated as Strike l and were tasked with rescuing stranded and injured persons at. Four Seasons.and S Las 
Vegas BLVD. Officers Anders P#12877 and Abraham P#9877 were unassigned, soltook them under my 
command and added them to Strikel, Officer Abraham also deployed his patrol rifle. Upon arrival, LT 
Desimone P#4713 was already set up at the intersection with an officer and advised us that the stranded 
citizens were already extracted. 

Under LT Desimone’s direction, we assisted him with evacuating citizens from the.nearby businesses and 
patrolled the back streets fbr injured citizens after updating the incident commander with our re-tasking . We 
also directed witnesses and. victims to the debriefing location. After, the intersection was stabilized, SGT 
Skenandore P#13341, who was at the Michael Jackson Theater under LT Desimone’s.command, requested 
additional units. LT Desimone directed that Strikel would respond. After reporting the update to the incident 
commander ( left Officers Childers and Prisbrey under LT Desimone's direct command and responded with 
Officers Tromboni, Hinkel, Anders and Abraham. 

Upon arrival at the Michael Jackson Theater at approximately 0115 hours, we were advised by SGT 
Skenandore that the public area was already cleared and citizens were being assisted with sheltering in place 
pending evacuations. He requested that f do the same with the employee area, Strikel deployed to the 
employee area and cleared the building, white checking for suspects and injuries. Once this was done, we 
updated the incident commander with ,the status of our area and provided, protection until evacuations.couid 
proceed. At approximately 0600 hours, evacuations were approved by the command post and they were 
completed without incident. 

At approximately 0700 hours, 1 responded to the command post with my assigned officers fa check out with the 
incident commander and proceeded to Enterprise Area Command where we secured our Callsigns, 

Date and Time of Report: 10/01/17 2205 Officer: Hes- p#: 13584 
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DIVISION DIVISION OF 
REPORTING: CPD OCCURRENCE! CPD. 

DATE & TIME LOCATION OF 
OCCURRED; , . 10/01/17 ^ 3305 , , . OCCURRENCE: 3950 S Las Vegas BbVP IVM39119 

On 10/07/17 at 2205 hours, I, Brennan Childers P#14833 as marked patrol unit 105 was in. the ACIQ office at 
EAC when ! heard of a 415A on CCAC being broadcasted on EAC’s radio channel. It was also at this time that 
1 heard a detective running down the hallway to presumably tell everyone who was in the briefing room. Upon 
hearing this, I ran to my patrol vehicle. 

Initially, I went to our rally point at Sunsei/Jones, missing the info of going straight to SCAC. I then met up with 
my squad at SCAC who was still dawning their riot helmets and gas masks. Once wjth the squad, I took down 
everyone's names, P#^, call.signs, etc and gave them to Our sergeant A, Hee. We were assigned as Strike 
Team 1. .,,: ■■■■ ,,; ,'. ,■ ■■■,/ ■,. ,: ,■/.., i■:,;:■,,....   

It felt aS though we were standing by for a long period of time, ih retrospect, I felt this way because my radio 
was on SCAC, unaware of the action being taken on CCAC. Initially, we were assigned to. Reno/Giles and 
were told that people were ‘pinned down’ in vehicles, and we were unsure if the shooter was still lopking down 
on the area, I was not aware at the time that we were at the venue, as I thought it was across the street within 
the.footprint of the.Mandalay Bay.. 

We vy^re on scene for maybe 5 minutes, before we were reassigned to the intersection of Four Seasons and 
the Boulevard. We met with some other officers, and assisted.in evacuating people who were in businesses 
along the east side of the strip, south of the venue. Again, we were unaware if the shooter(s) was/were still 
actively watching. 

Grice the buildings were secure, we spent an extended period of time at this intersection, instructing 
pedestrians to walk south and addressing suspicious vehicles and pedestrians that were ieaving the Mandalay 
Bay. My primary partner was Officer Chart! Prisbrey F#14751. We stood, at the southwest corner of the Four 
Seasons/Boulevard intersection. It was here that we saw instagram videos of the shooting, speculated there 
was Only one shooter, and ultimately got word that the mom had been breached add a suspect was down; 
However, the influx of pails stating that there were *10 dowrtat the intersection of frop and the Boulevard" and 
shots fired at Hooters, NYNY, Tropicana, MGM> etc caused us alarm, thinking that there may have been more 
shooters. 

At one point. Sergeant Hee left and took with him two of the people in our strike team.to handle people 
sheltering in the Michael Jackson Theatre at the Mandalay Bay. Officer Prisbrey and I stayed at the 
intersection under the direction of Lieutenant Desimone. Qn two occasions, It Desimone left the intersection in 
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his vehicle, but returned quickly.1 wouldnl say that it was ail that big of a deal that he left We also had another 
officer who was working the venue, who had a rifle. We stayed there for over an hour, before a call on the radio 
asked for available officers to come back to the CP for reassignment. 

Officer Prisbrey and I went back to the CP, and were eventually reassigned to another strike team that was 
helping Sergeant Van Nest hdld a perimeter on the venue for evidentiary purposes, It was here that 1 was able 
to see the broken windows at the Mandalay Bay; the blood trail northbound on the sidewalk, several 410’s 
inside the venue, and several shot patrol cars, Sergeant Van Nest is someone I took up to, and 1 was happy to 
be there with him. Prisbrey and l stayed there for an extended period of time, moving along news reporters 
who were setting up nearby and having pedestrians on the other, side of the street continue southbound. 

Around 0600, Prisbrey volunteered us to help motor officers shut down westbound Tmpicana, east of the strip. 
We. aided them with cones, tape, and our vehicles; It was at this time that I observed one 41$ in the center of 
Trop/LVB and another on the southeast corner in front Of Hooters near a 401« We; remained there, aiding them 
until we were relieved by Henderson PD around 0720 hours; Then we went back to the CP, 1 got back ih my 
patrol car, and we ended our shift 

Bergeant Hee, who was aware of the fact thqt^M^arid 1 were at the scene of the carnage, did an amazing 
job in making sure we were okay, in the days following, he went above and beyond for us; 1 was bprh arid 
raised in this city, and this was a devastating day for me. Since then,! have been overwhelmed by the 
community outreach, the stories of: heroism, and the.overall emotion associated with this. call. 

Vegas Strong. 

Officer Brennan Childers, 14833 
EA14 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER'S REPORT 
Event ft: IXV171001003519 

ACTIVE SHOOTER 
SUBJECT ", 

DIVISION 
REPORTING;. CCAC 

DIVISION OF , 
. OCCURRENCE; ■ .CCAC. ■ ■' 

DATE A TIME 
OCCURRED: 10/01/17 

LOCATION OF 
OCCURRENCE; Route 91 Festival, 

NARRATIYE.:. 

On Sunday October 1, 20171 received text message from another Officer reporting there was anactive 
shooter at Mandalay Bay. I was off duty and turned my radio on to receive up to elate information on the 
incident I was at my residence while listening to the radio and began to change out into my uniform due to 
the severity of the call while communicating with my partner over the phppe. CdmmuniCation continued and I 
responded to Headquarters tp rally up with my partner and then to the command post for further instruction;. 
I was eventually sent to the Thomas and Mack Center to assist victims and compile voluntary statements. 

Date and Time of Report; 10/06/17^ 0800 ... Officer: D. Williams P»: 13586 

Approved By; , Officer: P#;' ' 

SrowATynei ' 

LVMPD 63 (Rov.8/01) * WORD 2010 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event#: ■ 1 171001 “351$ 

Route 01 Festival 
, SUBJECT 

DIVISION DIVISION OF 
REPORTING: DSQ „ OCCURRENCE: , , DSD 
... . '" ...."■. 

DATE & TIME ' ; LOCATION OF. 
OCCURRED:._ 1Q/Q1/2Q17 233Q, , ' , OCCURRENCE: 3186 5, Maryland FarkWfty 

NARRATIVE: ' 

On 1 October 2017 at about £330 hours while working atthe Clark County Detention Center, I was sent to the 
Sunrise Hospital Trauma Center to relieve; a police officer who was there working overtime watching an inmate. 
Upon relieving the patrol Officer, he reported to his assigned area command. 

End of report. 

Date and Time ol Report: ■ 10/00/2017 141Q . Officer: M.Kahnke ■ P#: 13002 

Approved Bv: Sat. S, Arb , . __ Officer: F#: 

IVMPD fl2 (RW.0/Q1) ■ WORD BJ1Q 

SKirtATVRE: 

Page r 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE pEPARTMEWT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Evert#; LLV171001003519 

Route 01 Active Shooter 
SUBJECT , 

DIVISION 
REPORTING: Patrol 

DIVISION OF 
, occurrence; Special Events 

DATES TIME 
OCCURRED: , , 10/01/2017 , 

LOCATION OF 
,, OCCURRENCE: Route 01 Concert/ Mandanlay Bay Casino , 

MftBBAHyjS; 

On 10/01/171 Officer Gilbert P #13624 was working the Route ,91 concert as an overtime unit My area of 
responsibly was Qat© 3 located at the northwest section of the concert, At approximately 22:001 heard several 
loud pops that came from the area of the Mandalay Bay, I initially assumed that the pops were fireworks and 
looked up in the sky in order to see them. As ! looked up l heard another volley of pops and heard people 
screaming, I then realized that it was not fireworks but gunshots coming from that, area,. 

I then ran southbound toward other officers and were the people were screaming, l reached the far northwest 
e.hd of the concert grounds and met. up with about 10 more officers. Myself along with the 10 other officers 
were pinned down behind a brick wall with about 30 civilians. A planned was devised to get the civilians out of 
the area. Once the civilians were safety out of the area we performed bounding and over watch in order to get 
across Las Vegas Bivd to the Mandalay Bay Casino. 

Once on the Casino grounds the group of officers that i Was with made.entrance into, the Mandalay Bay Casino 
through the House of Blues Theater. Once we cleared the theater we made our way.tothe casino floor: Once 
at the casino floor my team moved through and made contact with about four stragglers that had not made it to 
cover yet; The team then discover approximately 1,000 people hiding, inside the Michael Jackson Theater, 
The team gathered the people and locked everyone inside the theater. We stood watch over the people inside 
the theater and attempted to evacuate them in busses away from the casino. 

The Sargent that I whose team I was in was Sgt Skinadore: I am unsure of his P number but believe he works 
out CGAC, I am also unaware of the names of all the guys that were in my strike team, I believe some us 
were working overtime at the event and a couple were assigned to CCAC. 

Date and Time of Report _10/11/3017 officer: A. Gilbert ; P#: 13624- 

Approved By: , r , , Officer; , ■ PI; 

Signature: 

lvmpd«2<r<>v,m>i] 'WORoaoio Page! 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POUCE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event#; 171001^519 

Active Shooter Response 
^ su&iecr 

DIVISION 
Gang Vice Bureau 

DIVISION OF 
Gang Investigations Section , REPORTING: OCCURRENCE: 

DATE & TIME 
OCCURRED: 10/01/17 @2230 

, LOCATION OF 
OCCURRENCE; . M4 : 

NARRATIVE; ' 

On 10/01 /17 at approximately 2230 hours l, Detective Brie Stafford P#13642, became aware of a possible 
active shooter situation at Mandalay Bay Hotel, l listened to the radio l determined the incident was a mass 
casualty incident and responded to the CP at SCAC in my department takebome vehicle (3838), Once at the 
CP I augmented CC25, SGT Jivapong, and assisted them with force protection, site security, and cas-evac,, 
later designated callsign “Force-Pro 2/’ 

Date ajid Time of Report: n .10/18/172100 ; Officer: ■ E; Stafford Ptf: 13642 

Approved By; Officer: ■ P#: 

Siqnatqre: . 

LVMPO &Z IRov.a-cn *■ WORD 2010 Page 1 



IAS VEOAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event#: 171001-3519 

_Route 91 active shooter response_ 
■ SUBJECT 

DIVISION , ' " DIVISION OF 
REPORT1NQ; Patrol , , ' , OCCURRENCE: ' CCAC 

DATE & TIME LOCATION OF 
OCCURRED: , 10/1/2017 2205, , . , OCCURRENCE: Mandalay Bay Us Vegas, NV 

NARRATIVE: 

On 10/1/17, the following Homeland Security Saturation Team (HSST) Officers responded to the active shooter 
event that occurred at the Mandalay Bay: Officers M. Gass P#13643T C. Leavitt P#8737, S. Greene P#8918, 
C. Young P#15462, D. Garmendia P#14208. 

The above Officers including the rest of HSST were on a RDO’s when this event occurred, many of which had 
family and friends attending the Route 91 concert. When initial reports gun fire occurred many of those friends 
and family present contacted those Officers in panic. HSST was given permission by the Sergeants to activate 
and report td Headquarters as soon as possible. Upon arriving at headquarters there; had been additional 
reports of gunfire at several locations, which we later found to be false, Officers rapidly deployed to the several 
locations to stop any additional incidents. Once we found those locations safe we reported to the staging area 
where the above Officers received further assignments, being designated as strike team 45* 

Officers were briefed by SWAT at the Mandalay Bay valet and designated as a Rescue Protection Team 7 
(Rescue 2): tasked .with clearing several hotel room floors while searching for any persons injured and 
additionally anything else suspicious or could have been, related to the previous active shooter Rescue 2 was 
assigned with fire rescue medics. Rescue 2 was. assigned hotel levels 11 and 34. Officers knocked on each 
and every hotel room checking on guests. Once Rescue 2 concluded their assignments the team was broken, 
down and the above Officers returned to the staging area for further assignments. All of the above Officers are 
rifle certified and deployed their rifles during this event, with the exception of officer d Young. 

The remaining HSST Officers were assigned to cordon off an area of Tropicana and las Vegas Bivd, There 
was a casualty laying oh the street: The area was to be cordoned off until the Coroner could arrive arid process 
the body. While the coroner arrived and processed the body HSST held up white blankets blocking all Views 
from the media and public on pedestrian bridges. 

Date grid Tims of Report: ^_f_ 10/12/20171400hr$ _ Officer:_ M, Gass Pff: 13643 

Approved Bv; . Officer:. S. Greene p#; 3918 

Signature: 

LVMPD 82 (Rov.B/OI | • WORD 2010 Page I 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
, , ■ , ; Everil# w ALL Pilin'1 

to test Daw/Tnns of ftep^r WAft* 

Active Shooter Evahtg Route 91, Festival 
^ ; 1 ' SUBJECT * 

.DIVISION. .'.DIVISION OF . 
REPORTING;,,_ EA33 OCCURRENCE; CQAC 

DATE & TIME LOCATION OF . 
OCCURRED: 10/1/17 OCCURRENCE: Mandalay Bay 

On 10/1/17 around 2208 hours I Officer J* tarsen P# 13651+ Officer N. Santiago P# 13025 Were on a 421a call 
when we heard dispatch announce an active shooter, at the Mandaley Bay resort reference event 171001* 
3519, Officer Santiago and i then; self-dispatched ourselves to the active shooter event and headed toward 
Mandaley Bay, As We were approaching the area of Decatur and Hacienda we heard supervisors calling for 
units to block of roadways leading to Mandaley Say, I then beaded to Hacienda and Aldebaran Ave to control 
traffic at that intersection. Due to medians in the road there traffic could not u-turn so Officer Santaigo then 
went to Hacienda and Polaris to control traffic from coming east from Polaris. As we arrived many people were 
running west across the Hacienda bridge over the II5 freeway. At that time there was call details advising that 
the shooter was possibly on the roof of Mandaley Bay so we were ushering people escaping to hide behind the 
office buildings on the northeast corner of Hacienda and Polaris, We then manned these posts until arouhd 
0800 hours. 

Data andTime of Report; 10/9/17, Q123 officer; J. Larsen , F#: 13651 

Approved Sy:' ' ' , ' . . Officer; _'. Pfr 

Signature: 

LVNIFD(lg<RevTfl/(M) -WQRDSfllO Pagel 



LAS VEGAS METROPOUTAN POUCE OEPAHTMEWT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event#: 171Q01»3519 

Active Shooter incident” 10/01/2017 
SUBJECT 

DIVISION 
REPORTING: CPD 

. DIVISION OF ; 
OCCURRENCE: . TSD , 

DATE » TIME 
OCCURRED: , 10/02/2017® pi 00 : 

LOCATION OF 
OCCURRENCE: Sunrise Hospital 

NARRATIVE: ' 

On 10/01/SOI 7, l began receiving aierts. vie text message that there was.an active shooter incident 
occurring on Lae Vegas Boulevard. Shortly thereafter* i received notification that my squad had been activated 
for AS rosters, I immediately contacted my squad (SE23) and instructed them to be dressed but at ready to 
handle calls at 0600 on 10/02/2017. 

After notifying my officers, i showered and drove to BEAfc, arriving around 0200 hours. Lieutenant John 
Liberty, P#.5844, Sergeant Damon. Young, P# 8252,: and i.began working.on deploying, resources within . 
Southeast Area Command to protect critical infrastructure (a water treatment plant and electrical relay 
stations), numerous casinos,on Boulder Highway, and.our hospitals, which included Sunrise Trauma. 

After resources had been deployed and A roster officers began arriving, my squad was assigned to 
! protect the hospitals in the area. Officers Gaetano Losauro, P# 15761 and Kevin Schakaford, P# 15908 were 
; assigned to, Henderson Hospital. Officers Sukhvir Singh, P#13322, Lucas Marshall, P# 13755, Branden 
Bourque, P# 15725, and Preston Eliis, P# 16459 were assigned to protect Desert Springs Hospital. Finally, 
Officers Jason Rapozo, P# 8575, Zachary Waterhouse, P# 16148, Shaie^Anthony Souza Lindsey, P# 16179, 
Amanda Montalto, P# 16434, Matthew Rowe, P# 13114, and William Ramos, P# 14899 were assigned to 
protect Sunrise ER/Sunrise Trauma. 

After all protection devils had been staffed, U. Liberty, Sgt Young, and I began visiting the hospitals to 
assess If anything else needed to be done. When we arrived at Sunrise, we quickly realized that there was a 
great deal that needed to be started, We began making contact with witnesses, families, and concerned 
citizens who could not find their loved ones, We began collecting information from the hospital,regarding , , 
intakes pf injured people so we might be able to help people locate their family members. 

After several hours, no detectives had arrived at Sunrise yet and we had GSW victims being 
discharged. These victims were leaving the hospital and some of them were going home to different stated or 
countries. The decision was made that we needed to be proactive in documenting as many victims as we 
could. Obviously* our own Crime Scene Analysts were unavailable, so Sgt, Young requested several CSAS 
from Henderson PD to assist us. We began going through the hospital, the SR, and the 1CU and making 
contact with the victims* or if they were incapacitated* their loved ones, in order to get consent to document 
their injuries; We spent several hours going to each room with a GSW patient, speaking with families, and 

Date and Time of Report: 10/0S/2017 Officer; T. Cunningham P#: ,13798 

Approved By: Officer; .: P#: 

Signature: 

LVMPD 62 (Rov,8/Ql). WORD 2010 Fegel 



LAS VEGAS METRO^OUTAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

CONTINUATION 
Event#: 171001*3519 

trying tp provide what little comfort we could While still doing our jobs as police officers who needed to 
document a crime. 

The following -day* we returned to Sunrise to make contact with many pf the patients and family 
members that were still there. Everyone seemed very;grateful for our presence. There were several Officers 
from California jurisdictions that were, injured in the attack whose chains of command had flown in from : 
California, They were extremely happy that we were at the hospital checking on their partners and making sure 
they were being taken care of. 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event#; 1710Q1-3519 

Mandalay Bay ActiveSbooter 
subject .. 

DIVISION . DIVISION OF . 
reporting: Homeland Security Division occurrence: Tourist Sqftey Division 

date ft time Location of 3950 S, Las Vegas 3lvd, Las Vegas, 
OCCURRED: 10/01/T 7 22Q5 Hoiim OCCURRENCE; NeVada 89,119 , 

NARRATIVE: 

Detective Involved; T, Snodgrass #13?QVNZi 3 

Security involved; 

Subject involved; 

On October 1Bt, 2017 at approximately 22i4.hours> the SWAT/ CNT notification system was activated 
directing ail personnel assigned to the teams to report to South Central Area Command (SCAC)-Command 
Post (CP). I was working as Nora Zebra 13 (NZ13) at the time of the incident. Upon the notification it was told 
multiple people were arriving at University Medical Center (UMC), to be treated for their wounds, I contacted; 
the CNT Team Leader to advise I would be heading to UMC and begin debriefing witnesses of the incident for 
intelligence purposes, 

I made contact with over 50 Witnesses/ victims which were at the concert. Most people advised they did 
not see anything and only heardl Several people stated that they believed the suspect was shooting from a 
higher level from the Mandalay Bay Casino, The information was given to the CNT Team Leader to. advise 
SWAT and responding Officers of updated intelligence from victims/witnesses- l did not take any names of the 
people who I spoke with only gathered information on a quick basis due to the level of people which were 
coming into the hospital. 

After completing debriefs with people.at UMC 1 headed to the CP located at SCAC* After arriving at the 
CP I assisted other CNT members with fathering intelligence regarding the suspect, any additional suspects, 
and/or motives. During gathering this information l was notified that Bally’s Casino hqd a subject in custody 

Date and Time ot Report; 

Approved By: 

LVMPD SB (Rov.W) - WORD 5010 Fagel 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

CONTINUATION 
Eventff; 171001-3519 

that said he Knew about infomiation on the Active Shooter The contact for Bailey’s was security supervisor 
myself and our psych MB went to conduct arid, interview with the subject. 

Upon Arrival at Bailey's Casino we were escorted to their room where that have people detained. We 
made contact with he was in the area of Tropicana and heard 
shots being fired and over time people running inside of the casino. He made his way north on Las Vegas Bfvd. 
VU stated he believed there was multiple shooters. |^|wasasked if he had direct knowledge of this or if 
it was only his opinion. ^Kfcexpiained it was his opinion and said that's how he would dp it, If it were him. 

>gave no accurate information of the incident and appeared to be mentally iU This was confirmed 

After completing the interview \ye wept bpek to the CP, We conducted further intelligence on the 
suspect which was given. This continued through the morning, until 066 hours: It appeared the, incident, went 
from gathering intelligence from the SWAT/ CNT side to investigative. I was relieved by my Team Leader due 
to going into A/B roster and having to go to my normal assignment which is Bolden Area Command Patrol, 
Detective. 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POUCE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
171001-3519 

RouteOI festival . . 
-« . ^ subject ^ * ! : 1 : ^ , 

DIVISION DIVISION OF , 
REPORTING: __ _, OCCURRENCE: , ■ , 1 , 

DATE & TIME LOCATION OF 
OCCURRED: ^_ , 10-01-17 , , ■ OCCURRENCE: _Route91,Festival 

NARRATIVE; ' 

After the LVMPD communicator .went off on Sunday night, 10-01-17, i dressed out and responded to the 
LVMPD CP from home* I made contact with Capt Seebock and asked where help was needed. He 
responded that we need a Captain at Sunrise Hospital- i immediately responded and took command and 
control at Sunrise, 

Outside security: 

Sunrise was already fairly secured via their security officers and only the emergency access was still open, i 
had 2 persons from NHP and 2 from Henderson, already on scene, in addition to several metro securing the 
hospital, Names/p#s were listed on major incident log. 

Hospital Assessment: 

Uppn arrival I did an assessment inside and observed every .chair/gurney/wheelchair filled with victims and 
GSWs, I noted close to 100 throughout the hospital. 

I made telephone contact .withSH^H atto advise on status of victim numbers, flHHI 
stated UMC had only received 17 patients, i then asked him to divert theamixiiances to UMC if possible. I 
then advised the Sunrise SR chief doc who is also a metro SWAT medio was first name). 

Victim names: ■ 

There was a new officer going around taking names of victims, l had him continue but also assigned an FTO 
officer (who was the senior metro present) to ensure a couple officers stay with the discharge nurses to 
document victim contact information as well as have them print Out a list of those arrived and treated from 
2230hr$ bn. f also advised officers to make sure to tell the victims that a homicide detective Would be in 
contact with them. Discharges were occurring since the onset, prior to my request: 

l received a call from Chief Jones inquiring if off-duty Officer Charleston Hartfield was there (possible 419)- At 
the time there was 7 deceased in the parking garage, lower (ever and 4 more inside one of the hospital rooms. 
I went to each deceased and did not see Officer Hartfield; reported same to Chief Jones, 

Date and Time of Report; 10-07-17; 1350hrs Officer; Splinter, Mchole P#; 6990 

Approved By: .. '.r....,._ . . Officer: ■.,......'..... ; P#; 

SKSNATURr, 1 _^ 

iVMRD & {HoV.8/011. WORD 80t0 



LAS VEGAS METROFOWTAN POUCE DEPARTMENT 

CONTINUATION 
Event #: 171001-3519 

identification of deceased: 

A few hours iatef Officer Parker inquired if Officer Hartfield was located* i checked with Chief Jones again and 
was advised no; Myself and Officer Garcia went to check the deceased again* The bodies were ail now 
moved into adjacent rooms with an additional body that came from !CU. As we vyeht- to each, we. located 
Officer Hartfield (unknown if he was the 41^ that came down late, or if 1 missed him during my first check). We 
confirmed via pictures and clothing matches that it was him^HhejyjQijfied Chief Jones and had one officer 
contact PEAP to notify his wife who was still at UMC wilh ^^HHH 

l then askedfor Officer Hartfield to be placed in a separate area to wait arrival of PEAP and his wife* Metro 
Honor Guard also showed up to stand guard outside his room. 

At this two more deceased were moved to this room. 

The nursing staff was receiving descriptions and pictures of missing persons, inquiring if they were among our 
deceased, 1 had the Officers go with the hospital staff and take information about the missing (whose 
reporting, who they are reporting missing, personal identifiers, descriptions, clothing and pictures), 

l contacted the Coroner, John Fudenberg, to determine an ETA for processing as families were contacting the 
hospital and several were in the waiting rooms awaiting word* The coroner stated it would be several hours 
and to do whatever 1 could, to identify the victims we had. 1 advised the coroner we would be going thru their, 
pockets and would place all property in plastic bags on each gurney of. the deceased.; i assigned a metro 
officer, with a hospital, security to help with this, and ensure the property was accounted;for and secured. I 
believe we were only able to identify 3 from this. 

Sgt Scott Phillips arrived with his detectives to collect further information from the victims and make a fist of the 
deceased, ■ 

began matching the infonmation we were receiving to the 

TIPS volunteer* who is also a Deputy Coroner Jill Bernacki, arrived to assist with Officer Hatfield's remains, f 
asked her if she would also be able to help us positively id the victims based on the information we had 
gathered,, ie (drivers licenses, pliotos from family). With the pep Coroner's approval, as we identified them* 
the hospital^^Bn|MMHH|i was setting up notifications for the families. 

Two coroners arrived and processed Officer Hartfield* We escorted Officer Hatfield's remains to the assigned 
mortuary van. The van was there to pick up 4 deceased. I advised them to take him alone, with the motor 
officer escort and come back for the remaining victims as the coroners were still processing them. 

Around OOOOish, 1 contacted Capt Seebock to inquire about relief for my swing/grave units, I told him at this 
time we could probably go down to 0 officers* 1 to stay with the coroner, 2 to stay with the discharge nurses 
and 2 for outside security. 

I left about 0830ish after Sgt DamOn Young arrived and I updated him as to what the status: was. The 
information gathered from the swfhg/graveyard units was passed to Sgt Young and ho was to ensure it was 
received at the DOC. Sgt Young notified me later that they were able to identify all deceased at the hospital 
for the families waiting word. 

The staff at Sunrise was unbelievably proficient and professional and deserve major credit on handling such a 
dynamic situation* Their calmness Was key to handling the influx of patients* 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

CONTINUATION 
Event#: 171001^3519 

The officers and detectives assigned to Sunrise that night maintained professionalism and calm. Their 
information is on the incident log turned in that day, 



LAS VEGAS METROPOUTAN POUCE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
1 Eveht# LLV171001003519 

Route 91 Acte Scooter 
. SUBJECT ■ 

DIVISION 
reporting; Tourist Safety 

; DIVISION OF 
, . OCCURRENCE: Tourist Safety. 

DATE £ TIME 
OCCURRED: 10/01/17 @2203 

■■ LOCATION OF. 
. OCCURRENCE: , 3950 S Las. Vegas Bivd : 

NARRATIVE: ■ 

On 10/01/171 Officer A. Colucci P#13379 was assigned to CCl2 as an FTQ and was in briefing at 2200 hours. 
At 2209 hours bur 5gt, Greg Everett, told our squad that there were report? of shots fired over the radio. My 
trainee, Officer S. Sanchez, and I ran out to'the parking garage to get into opr vehicle and head towards the. 
scene. When we got to where our vehicle is usually parked,, we found that it was missing. Officer Arrendate 
was parked nearby and he. told me to jump. into, his vehicle along with Officer E* Ciatterbuck, and ail four of us 
began heading out of the station as a four man unit, 7M24. i drove the patrol vehicle code 3 towards the scene, 
and as. I did I heard updates that there was an active shooter at the. event and that he was possibly on the 32 nd 
floor of Mandalay Bay Hotel shooting into the venue, 1 made the decision that since we were en-route as a four 
man element that we would .head directly to Mandalay Bay and go up to the 32nd floor to end the threat, 

Once we arrived at Mandalay Bay I took the patrol shotgun from the vehicle and Officer Ciatterbuck grabbed 
his rifle from the trunk. We made entry into the hotel as a four man element and contacted security in the 
center of the casino. Once out with security we headed to the elevator banks of. the hotel, but just before we 
were about to go up to the 32nd floor, the security officer told us that there was a report of a second shooter on 
the 29,h floor. Knowing that there were already some officer's en-route to the 32nd floor, we made the decision. 
to go to floor 29 instead, fully expecting to encounter a shooter on the 29* floor. 

Once at the 29th floor we found it was quiet and.did not hear any shots being fired. We announced our location 
to dispatch and began to slowly move our way through the. hallway and begin to dear ths floor to make sure 
there was np shooter. While making our way down the hallway of the south wing Officer s. Sanchez, who was 
our rearguard, yelled “threat11. All of us immediately turned to see a white male wearing tactical gear raising a 
rifle that had a green laser sight affixed to the end. The laser sight Was climbing the carpet and began rising in 
our direction, indicating the subject wad raising the rifle up in a. firing position. Someone, I’m not sure who, 
yelled ^POUpE”, and I realized that the subjects were plain clothes police officers. We lowered our weapons 
on each other and communicated to them that we were already clearing floor 29, and they stated they would 
go up one floor to; Clear floor 30. A blue on blue shooting was narrowly avoided. This occurs at approximately 
24:30s into my first body came video for the incident We continued clearing floor 29, and made entry into room 
29 135,3 floors below the shooter, because security had received a calf from that room stating there was an 
active shooter on floor 29, When we made entry info the room, the PR was gone and we Could hot gamer an 
Intel from him. We moved on from that room and secured the rest of floor 29. We eventually stopped in the 

Data and Time nl Report; 10/07/17 @0115 Officer; A. Colucct Pfc 13379 

Approved By: Officer: P#: 

Signature: 

LVMPl> 82 lRpv.B/0i) * WORD 2010 Page i 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

CONTINUATION 
Event#: LIV1710Q1Q03519 

stairwell of floor 29 and were ordered from the SWAT commander via radio to stay on floor 29 and to not 
advance any higher. We secured the stairwell as SWAT officers preached the door and made entry into room 
32-136. We were ordered to hold our position by SWAT Officer R. NaKhla and did so for approximately 6 
hours; Eventually we met up with SWAT officers and began systematically, clearing rooms on several floors. 
Once finished with that, we were told to secure the perimeter of the festival grounds and did so until relieved by 
day shift, officers. 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event*: LLV1710Q10Q3$19 

Active Shooter 

SUBJECT 

division 
REPORTING:. Patrol EA33 

DIVISION OF 
OCCURRENCE: Patrol 

DATES TIME 
OCCURRED: 10/01/17 2208 

LOCATION OF 
OCCURRENCE: , Mandalay Bay 3950 SLas Vegas Bivd 

NARRATIVE; 

On 10/01/17,- (Officer J, Von Goldberg P# 13390, whom was working as marked patrol unit 3041, for 

Enterprise Area Command; was checked out on 82 with Officer K. Donegan P# 15121, whom was Working as 

marked patrol unit 355. While on $2 the dispatch notified the area command of the active shooter at Mandalay 
Bay, Sgt S. Skenadore P# 13341, ordered all units with rifles to respond to Mandalay Bay, which Officer 
Donegan is a rifle operator and I am not. 

I immediately went over the radio and stated Tm just on 82, i don’t have a rifle, but i have combat life-saving 
training" and then asked if he wanted me to. respond: as well, as I was not part of the “in the box squad”. SGT 
Skenadore ordered me not to respond to Mandalay Bay, but instead block eastbound traffic on Tropicana to 

prevent traffic from reaching Las Vegas BLVD. I was the first officer and only officer for a while, to block 
eastbound traffic on Tropicana. 

During the event! was trying to organize the assistance of NHP and EAC to block the.exits from the 15 and 

Dean Martin at Tropicana to create an avenue of safe passage and not create gridlock on Tropicana, as it was 
close to the dynamic and developing scene, ( also assisted with directing fleeing patrons towards the safe 
zone while simultaneously gathering real Intel on the second active shooter that was generated from the New 

York New York, as 1 wasone of two officers that were near the casino. When that call was generated, there 
were updates given that the shooter was. running across the bridge from New York New York to the Excaiibur 

and l was still just us two officers arrived at the area to clear the bridge. 

After my partner (unknown name) and i doomed it Was safe, tie Was relieved to help with the Witness List and I 

continued to block eastbound traffic on Tropicana arid become an initial guard post to. check the credentials of 
surgeons and doctors that were being called in to assist victims of the massacre and to act as a protective 
measure for any VBIED’s that may have been targeting LVMPD’s main force. 

Date and Time of Report: 10/07/17 2335 Officer: j. von Qbidberd F#: 13390 

Approved 8v: F. Kleehammer Officer; P#; 

SIGNATURE;.... 
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.■ , 1 ,_Route 91 Act|ye Shooter 
SUBJECT 

. DIVISION DIVISION OP 
REPORTING; __CCAC OCCURRENCE: QCAC 

PATE S TIME LOCATION OF. 
OCCURRED; , 10/01/17 2200 ; '■ OCCURRENCE: . MGM Festival. Grounds 

J^tAEBATJMEi 

On 10-1-17 at approximately 2200 hours, l Officer A, Saleem P#13393 and Officer C, Cooney P#13581 and 
were operating as marked patrol unit 629A. I was driving the patrol vehicle and had parked iri the southeast 
parking lot of the Tropicana hotel while Officer Cooney and t were performing administrative Field Training 

Minutes later, We heard the first radio broadcast from the Special Events unit announcing that there were shots 
fired at the Route 91 festival I immediately activated my body worn camera, and began to drive southbound 
through the perking lot towards East Reno Avenue. Steady automatic gunfire could be heard as we. responded 
Code 3 down Reno and onto Giles St Officer Saleem announced bur arrival on the radio within seconds of the 
initial broadcast We heard, the radio traffic that there was an active shooter inside the festival and i parked the 
squad car on Giles. As Officer Saleem and 1 exited our vehicle, we observed the initial .crowds of. people 
exiting the festival. Officer Cooney was armed with a shotgun and I drew my handgun and we ran towards the 
first open gate on the northeast comer of the festival 

Automatic gunfire continued as we ran down Giles Street and I yelled for the crowds to run to safety. I posted 
myself at the open gate with Officer Cooney and tried to assess the layout of the festival A passerby told me, 
“Southwest corner, southwest corner.” Officer Cooney and I were joined at the gate entrance by Officer Lefler 
and his Officer-in-training Peterson, We now had a 4-man STRIKE team formed and.l noticed that Officer 
Letter was armed with an AR15 so I advised him to take the point position. I told the team that the threat was 
coming from the southwest comer and we moved into the festival as an element; 

As we moved, our team Was continuously yelling to the fleeing crowds to run out to the street to safety. There 
was mass confusion and panic in, the crowds,. Officer Lefler and I tried to; seek the best cover we could as we 
were in a concession area. We moved west as a team element across the concession lane arid proceeded 
south towards the open audience area of the concert. As we neared the end of the row of concession areas, a 
long burst of automatic gunfire was heard. Officer Lefler and I observed that the rounds were impacting on the 
ground directly ahead of us and the audible crack of the impacts was drawing closer to our position. I yelled 
out to the team that the gunfire was getting closer and Officer Lefler y e|led out for the team to move back. 

Date and Time of Report; ;r......vi.nr 10/01/17 2200 !;.rr....vi^...; Officer; lt A.SALEEM Pfc , 13393 

Approved Bvi Officer: C.COONEY Pf; 13581 , 

Signature: 

WMPD H2 (R«v,e/01) * WORD 2010 Page 1 
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The team drew back to the end of a nearby food concession trailer and took the best cover we could find. 
Officers immediately moved to the west part of the trailer in an attempt to observe the shooter's position* To 
our west! observed fleeing crowds across d large and poorly-lit open area' 1 scanned the area to the 
southwest while gunfire was heard! While I heard round? impact near bur position, I could observe no muzzle 
flashes to return fire, A flood of civilians poured past our position in a desperate attempt to escape the gunfire. 
Many were telling us of relatives that were shot; and down while others in a shocked state of disbelief at what 
was occurring. Our team advised everyone to run out of the. festival as fast as they could, 

Automatic gunfire continued and the sound of impacts again grew closer to our position. 1 advised the team 
that rounds were Impacting near us and I swapped positions with Officer Lefler so that he could potentially 
return more accurate fine with an ARt5 across the large open ground than I could with, my shotgun. 

Our team formed a tactical *1* at the concession stand with me and Officer Saieem covering the south and 
Officers Lefler arid Feter&on covering, the west Civilians huddled around our position for safety. Knowing that 
we really just had concealment and pot solid cover, our team yelled at everyone to keep funning until they 
were out of the festival. The only thing our team knew for certain was that we were receiving heavy incoming 
fire from the southwest, The shooter was definitely trying to fire info the crowds that Were fleeing towards the 
east and northeast gates. 

1 asked many fleeing people what they saw in an attempt to gain a suspect description or location! The 
answers i received were that there were at least three shooter? inside the festival itself, that the shooting was 
coming from the Mandalay Bay or Delano, or that the shooting was coming from the outer fence to the west of 
our position. /. 

I observed several civilians providing aid to others by carrying the wounded out on wheelbarrows or makeshift 
stretchers. Some civilians disregarded our warnings to leave and instead ran back into Check on a missing or 
injured loved one* Despite the carnage ail around us, some people did not seem to understand the danger they 
were in. I even observed two men in the crowd get into fist fight for unknown reasons. One of the men Was 
punched unconscious by the other and two other men dragged the.man to safety. 

Once the gunfire subsided after minutes of barrages, pur team was able to the move up to the end of the 
concession area and the beginning of the open field of the audience area. We still could not observe any 
suspect movement What laid before us was an open, dark field scattered with the injured,, deceased, and 
those remaining to render aid. We continued to try to gain intelligence abput suspect description or position 
but there were still no clears answers to be had. Two more Officers armed with rifles joined our team arid the 
fluorescent lights of the concession stand we wem huddled behind were broken so our location would not be 
revealed to the shooter* The entire duration of pur actions were based on the assumption that there cpuld be 
multiple armed assailants inside the venue. We proceeded to conduct MACTAC operations based on this. 

Officer Lefler and 1 were still on point and formulated a plan to cross the open field using bounding overwatch. 
The only nearby cover was a bar located in the center of the field. Beyond the bar was several dark trailers 
that posed an unknown threat. Officer i_efler covered the trailers With his rifle and I informed the rest of the 
team what the plan was: that I would run to the center bar with one other Officer in bounding overwatch. 
Officer Saieem volunteered to go with me and we both ran to the center bar and cleared it for the rest of the 
team to move up. 

The team proceed to move up and clear the center trailers that led to the main stage area of the concert, Our 
team was joined by several other Officers at that point whose names are unknown to me. While clearing the 
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main stage area, we observed dead bodies and more, wounded: We continued to warn the lingering civilians 
that there was still a present threat due to the suspect not being confirmed located or down. 

Our team cleared alt of the main stage, trailers behind the stage, and the backstage VIP area as we moved to 
the southwest comer of the festival grounds near Mandalay Bay road and las Vegas Blvd South. As were 
cleared each area, l took notide that there were nb shell casings bn the ground of the areas we checked inside 
the festival. Along the far western well, we discovered three Officers that had been pinned down* One of the 
Officers on our team that was armed with a rifle remained with: those Officers as the rest of us evacuated a 
civilian who had been pinned down there. 

We brought the civilians back to the area we had just cleared, which was where the performers' tour buses 
were located. We rendezvoused with Lieutenant Spencer and.other Officers there. The information coming 
over the radio was of active shooters at resorts all over Las Vegas Blvd South* Concerned that the attack on 
the concert was the first of a broad-scale attack, Lieutenant Spencer ordered us to shelter in place with the 
remaining civilians to lay on the ground inside the tour buses while Officers formed a protective perimeter 
around the.buses, some of which had bullet impacts. 

Lieutenant Spencer took special care to check on each Officer on the perimeter and he ensured that we had 
water and were able to tell our loved ones we were okay. He also asked me if I. had any suggestions to , 
improve the plan but I told him that i agreed that this was the best plan with the information we had. 

It was not until the lull in the action as i was on my perimeter spot in the southwest comer of the venue that 
another Officer told me that the news was reporting that there, was a hole in the windows of the Mandalay Bay. 
Even then, 1 needed assistance to spot the hole in the window due to the darkness of night. , . 

Officer Frederick arranged for a passenger van to evacuate the remaining civilians and take them to the church 
at Reno and Giles where the Mobile Command Vehicle had been set up. Within two van loads, ell of the 
civilians were evacuated from the backstage area, Officer SaJeem and I were at the Mobile Command Vehicle 

bodyguard, and his pregnant wife to the airport. 'Whilepnroute to 
told us his experience of the shooting from his perspective, ^■■baid that he was on stage playing when he 
heard the first few pops. He said he was confused like everyone was and looked around but didn't see 
anything out of the ordinary. The next large barrage of fire he said was so loud to him that it sounded as if 
someone was right next to the stage firing shots* At that same time, us that he could see people in 
the audience dropping to the ground "in wav®®’*' Someone backstage yelled out toflNVth^I* was Qenfire 
and for him to get down; That’s when he ran off the stage and went to protect his pregnant Wife* 
inside the tour bus that 1 protected on cur perimeter until he was evacuated* 

Once Officer Cooney and I returned to the church and the MOV, we were assigned by Sergeant Bulmer to 
watch one of the gates bn the east side of the festival until we were relieved. 
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Mandalay Bay Shooting Response . , 
subject 

DIVISION 
REPORTING:__ Community Policing Division 

DIVISION OF 
OCCURRENCE: Tourist Safety Division 

DATE & TIME 
OCCURRED; 10-01-2017 2200 hours 

. LOCATION OF 
OCCURRENCE: Mandalay Bay 

NARRATIVE.; 

On 10-1-17 at approximately £208 hrs 1 received Intel that an active shooter was at the Mandalay Bay at the 
Route 91 festival I reside in close proximity to that location, i put on a LVMPD uniform and responded to the 
event, i arrived in the earlier stages of the incident and considered myself On-duty. We established a team on 
the south side of the casino and entered as a strike team through the convention center doors! The only Intel ,1 
hdd knowledge of was that the shooter was at an elevated position and inside of the Mandalay Bay; As a team 
we moved through the casino floor While listening for gunfire ahd making decisions on where response was 
needed. We made it to the casino elevator bank and met With other officers to include K-9 and some SWAT 
personnel. With the officers in that area teams were deployed up to the Mandalay Bay tower. We established 
an element and took the stairwell to start working, systematically from the ground, up. We responded to floor 2 
through a stairwell and began looking for shooters. Our element was in contact with a SWAT Sgt who was at 
the top. Our element continued clearing and moving up the tower when a zebra unit put out on the radio that 
the suspect was down. We continued and after a certain point no reports of active fire were coming in 
anymore, no shots were heard, and no intel of more shooters was put out. We were instructed that SWAT was 
going to take control of the tower, head down and pass any Intel when our team hit a stopping point. 

There was 5 of. us In this element to include one K-9.3 Officers were K-9 units, one patrol officer, and me. After 
responding down the team dispersed to become part of other entities and were given other missions, i joined 
Sgt David Walker’s strike team and continued through the night assigned with. him. 

I would like now to make it noted that this element was successful because df the veteran K-9 officers i was 
with. Thank, you to them for being the true leaders, i have never seen such calm and focused,demeanor in the 
midst of the biggest challenge anyone has ever seenr To the patrol officer that was with us thank you, you 
came with a warrior mentality and performed amazing. The officers that arrived and were pari of the initial entry 
I can’t thank you enough, they say we run into battle in moments like this and you are true examples of that, I 
may not know for some time who you all were but I will find you and make sure 1 get to thank you personally. 

Sgt. Bryce Martinas P#13408 

Date and Time of Report: iiiLiL^n..;i: 10-5-17 fS00hr$ .;m n Officer: B. Martinos P#: 13408 

Approved Bv: Officer: P#: 

signature: 
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...... ' . . Route, 91 Shooting 1 , ._' _ 
: I * 1 SUBJECT ’ r' i 

DIVISION DIVISION OF 
reporting; , Investigative Services Division Occurrence; , , Investigative, Services Division , 

DATE & TIME LOCATION OF 
OCCURRED; October 1 st, 2017 at 2200 hours OCCURRENCE:. Route, 91 Haryest.Muslo Festival 

NARRATIVE: 

On October 1* 2017 I, Officer R. RottaP#13422 and Officer O. Sims P#15054, were operating as 
183SE, special event overtime officers assigned to the interior Of Route 91 Harvest Music Festival Our shift 
began at 17$b hours and we were assigned to the 'Rear Grass/Lawn Chair' area within the festival grounds. 
Fpr the majority of bur shift, we were standing in front of the.rear grass/lawn chair area and behind the majority 
of the main stage crowd. 

At approximately 2200 hours, event personnel advised me Of an intoxicated subject who was causing 
an issue at one of the bars. The event staff led us through the crowd (south) to a make-shift bar at the north 
end of a row of vendors that split the main stage crowd in half, east and west. At this bar area we encountered 
the subject and due to the.crowd and noise levels .1 removed him .from the crowd and to the House of Blues 
barrel bar entrance on the east side of the crowd. Once at the entrance to the barrel bar area,. I requested 
security over the air to meet us and have this subject removed from the property. He provided his identification 
from his wallet at this time, which 1 placed inside the front of my waistband. Officer Sims was still with me and 
two other officers joined us. 

It was at this time that I heard the first noises which I believed to be fireworks. 1 was facing north and 
heard the noise coming from a southwest direction. I believed the sounds to be fireworks due.to them sounding 
from a distance and not loud enough to be the sound of gunshots like I am familiar with hearing. This first 
vbtley was extremely rapid and similar to the quickness how multiple firecrackers, would sound. I observed 
sevpral people begin running or quickly, moving in a northeast direction past where we. were standing. Upon. 
turning around, another volley of the same sounds could be heard coming from a similar southwest direction, 
This caused much more of a reaction from the crowd and more people began running in a northeast direction. 

l now believed there may have been an active shooter within the crowd or off of Las Vegas Boulevard 
and began moving in a southwest direction through the crowd. Multiple people were screaming and yelling that 
someone was shooting and/or that someone was shot- i continued spanning the crowd and moving in a ; 
southwest direction to look for a suspect. Gunshots continued in long volleys and appeared much louder. 
Officer Sims and i had become, split up fpr a brief period. I, Ideated him and moved to his location. It was then 
that he advised me the shooting was coming from up in a window on the Mandalay Bay, I told him I needed to 
get my rifle from my patrol car which was parked in the church parking lot on the east :side of Giles, l 

Data and Time gf Report: October 8th. 2017 at 1530 hours Officer: R.Rotta , 13422 

AotJiWed By: Officer; P#; ' 

Signature: 
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proceeded to turn and move toward the east gates when an unknown Asian or Hispanic female grabbed my 
shoulder, She was holding her mouth with the other hand and 1 observed a targe amount of blood on her 
face/mbuth, She told me she had been shot, I grabbed her arm and told her to cbme with me to medical which 
1 knew was located at the gates I was headed to. She was followed,by a male Wearing a neon green/blue 
Seahawks jersey, i continued toward the gates and reached the exterior pf gate 4a where medical was on the 
other side. I told her to sit down and stay here and. medical help would come. 

Our overtime radib channel was wooing off of Event 5 and radio traffic had been broadcast that officers 
needed to switch to CCAC channel. It was at this time that I switched my radio and moved across the street to 
the church parking lot where my patrol car was located. Once there 1 retrieved my plate carrier, rifle, and drop 
leg mag pouch. I then moved back across the street towards gate 4a. In. the middle of the street between gate 
4a and the church lot entrance was a patrol car. Numerous people had taken cover behind this patrol car. I 
noticed an officer in the crowd of people attempting to render first aid to someone that was Injured, I then, took 
a position at the right rearquarter panel and provided cover. 

While here, approached me and stated that the medical tent needed some sort of protection 
while they worked on the injured, i recognized^JPas staff from the I then moved to 
the entrance of the medical tent just inside gate 4a. I remained at the frontdbonbprSvia^over while medical 
staff and others tended to injured people. Multiple other injured.people either arrived on their own and went in 
or were brought in by others. I attempted to refuse entry to anyone who was not actually injured. 1 did permit 
uninjured people to enter who advised they were off duty medical personnel of some sort and able to assist in 
the efforts. People were continuing to exit through gate 4a from inside the festival, .1 then noticed a concrete 2 

story tower across from the .medicai tent to the south, I communicated with Officer B. Rich P#143QQ that l.was 
going to move to the tower and fry to get inside for a better look at the festival and to continue to. cover the 
medical tent 1 then proceeded up the stairs and was able to enter the doorway at the top. I opened the 
windows on the south and west side of the tower and looked out over the festival area. I no.longer heard 
shooting and never saw a location it was coming from. I stayed in this location for several more minute until 

^^motioned up to me that there was a 444, Officer Down that was shot in the neck inside the festival. . 

I moved down from the tower and saw an unknown officer with a tac-vest and helmet oh. I told him to 
cbme with me for to get an officer down inside,P^Nmained with us Und we moved in a southwest directidh 
through the interior. We came to another team of officers already inside. They advised that officer had already, 
been attended to and was no longer inside. We theh began bounding from this location (l believe a coca cola 
vendor booth) to,the bar area.where i encountered.the intoxicated subject previously mentioned prior to the 
shooting, Most of the interior lights were off, but this bar area had lights strung on a pole that remained on, 
Several officers and I began breaking, the light bulbs to provide us with darkness as concealment. We moved 
along the east side of this vendor area that divided the main stage crowd area. We moved south, toward the 
stage. We encountered several people hiding amongst some of the audio equipment and sent everyone out to 
the east. The main aubjo/sound booth area directly north of the stage anddividihg catwalk was cleared. We, 
then moved down the middle walkway toward the stage: Officer j: lefler P#14745 and i remained in this 
location with our rifles trained in a southwest direction while other officer with us moved to the east and around 
the stage to clear out anyone else injured or hiding. While here, I noticed several strike teams moving 
throughout the west side of the main stage grass area checking for a puiSe from bodies lying on the ground. 

Our team eventually moved to the west side of the stage and found another group of officers at the tour 
busses. We were advised that approximately 40 people were sheltered in place on the tour busses, $gt 
Suimer stated we were going to hold this area until given further direction. Several officers took positions of 
cover watching different avenues of approach. Officer Sims and!, along with two civilians (one stated they 
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were an ^IVIT and the other stated he was off-duty police from California,, both unarmed), moved to a portable 
building to the south, From this portable’s doorway, ( was able to see in an east direction toward gate 7 and 
remained here covering gate 7, A force protection team eventually came and went. A plan was then developed 
by the officers at the tour busses to use a white multi-passenger van and shuttle the people inside the tour 
busses out of the venue and to the CP in the church parking lot. Multiple trips took place and all of the people 
who were in the tour busses were brought put in the van ahd dropped off at the CP. We then exited the area 
through gate 7 and walked north to the church CP. 

Lieutenant Yatomi arrived:at the church CP area and began accounting for overtime officers. Officer 
Rich, Officers Sims, and I assisted in the CP with calling the overtime officers to find out their current locations 
and status. I remained here until given direction to secure at approximately 0500 hours. On Octpber 4m, 2017 ( 
completed an occupational injury/illness/exposure report due to haying blood splatter on the right side of my 
face/cheek area. 



DIVISION , . . ' ^ DIVISION OF ^' 
REPORTING: Homeland Security Division , OCCURRENCE: Tourist Safety Division 

DATE & TIME LOCATION OF 3050 South Las Vegas Boulevard Las 
OCCURRED: , 10/01/2017 2305 Hours ' , OCCURRENCE: Vegas, Clark County, NV 

NARRATIVE: ^ 

At £214 hours, the SWAT/CNT notification system was activated directing all personnel assigned to the 
teams to report to SCAC - Qpmmand Post My assignment that night was the intelligence Coordinator position 
of the Crisis Negotiation Team* Upon arrival at the SCAC, I was assigned by Sergeant Bates to coordinate ail 
Crisis Negotiation Team personnel to work towards gathering intelligence regarding; the suspect, ahy additional 
suspects, and/or motives. After the intelligence was collected it was vetted and pushed forward to the SWAT 
Command Post This was my mission for the duration of the incident. . 

At the conclusion of the Crisis Negotiations Teams evolvemeht at 0800 hours, Detective Cordero and I 
completed the Crisis Negotiation Team Intelligence Report, The report was sent to Sergeant Bates approval 
and I secured to report for A/B Roster that night. 

For any additional information reference intelligence gathered, please see the Crisis Negotiation Team 
Intelligence Report. 

Date and Time of Report: 10706/2017 1641 Hours...■. Officer: Detective JL Gollmer P#:.^ ,1,3429, 

Approved By; i .... ...'.. , Officer: .■ .... ' . '   ■ P#i 

SIGNATURE! __ 
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Active Shooter 
.SUBJECT 

DIVISION DIVISION OF 
reporting:_ Investigative Services occurrence:_ Patrol, Services , 

DATE 5 TIME . location OF las Vegas Village, 3901 S. LV BLVD, IV, 
OCCURRED: . 10/01/17 ® £209, HB$ ' ', OCCURRENCE: ■ ' NV 8911.S 1 , ' ■' 

NARRATIVE; 

On 10/01 /17 at approximately 2215HRS, I; Det j: Guzman P#i3456 received a text message from Robbery 
Det. J: Hanshew P# 9664 stating that there was an active shooter at the Route 91 Harvest Rest. Det, 
Hanshew's text message further stated that the radio traffic indicated, there were several people down. 
Simultaneously, I received a telephone call from Officer E. Vega from the Henderson Police Department to ask 
me if I knew that there were reports of an active shooter on the Las Vegas Strip. I ran to grab my portable 
radio and turned it on to the CCAC channel. After listening to the radio traffic for ta few seconds, I knew I had 
to respond and assist. I sent out a group text message to my squad informing them of the incident and put on 
a police uniform before running out of my residence.; I continued listening to the radio traffic asl headed , , 
towards the festival and heard that a command post had been established at SCAC. 

I drove to SCAC and met with other members of my squad who had.also self-dispatched to the incident. We 
were told to form strike-team #47 and head to the Paris Hotel and Casino, 3655 S. LV BLVD, LV, NV 89109, 
where it was believed that shots were also being fired. We cleared and evacuated the casino floor and waited 
for further instructions* Our team was iater advised to provide security in front of the Bally's Hotel and Casino, 
3645 S. LV BLVD, LV, NV 89109, 

Date and Time pf Report: TQ/05/17 @ 1935 HR$: Officer: J, Guzman PM: 13456 

Approved Sv: Set. W. Matchko F#8525, Officer: F#: 

Signature: 
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Mandalay day Active Shooter Response, . : 
■. SUBJECT 

DIVISION 
Patrol 

DIVISION OP 
CCAC/DTAC REPORTING: \ , . OCCURRENCE: , 

DATE & TIME 
10-1-17 2213 Hours 

, LOCATION OF 
Route Si Harvest Festival OCCURRED: OCCURRENCE: 

NARRATIVE: 

On 1.0-1-17 at 2213 hours, I, Officer C. Pollock P# 13508, and.Officer K. Mendez P# 16276, working as 
marked patrol unit 3B1> responded to a MAC!AC incident at the rally point, located at 7th Street and the 1-05. f 
then responded to Mesquite and Las Vegas Blvd for further assignment, which was to conduct foot patrol and 
show presence on the Fremont Street Experience. 

Upon arrival at the Fremont Street Experience, i conducted foot patrol and made contact with several 
businesses to make sure everyone was safe and Was aware of the situation. After conducting foot patrol, t 
arrived on Las Vegas Blvd. and Fremont St. to show presence and hold that position for security purposes until 
relieved at 0730 hours. : 

Date and Time o! Report: iinriL.rm.niiii 10-7-171600 Officer: , C. Pollock 13608 

Approved By: Officer; _■ . F#: 

SIGNATURE; 
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Mandalay Bay Active. Shooter 
SUBJECT. . 

DIVISION 
REPORTING: Patrol 

DIVISION OF , 
OCCURRENCE; CCAC/DTAC 

DATS & TIME 
OCCURRED;. , 10/01/2017#,2213 Hctirs 

LOCATION OF 
OCCURRENCE; Route 91 Harvest Festival 

NARRATIVE: ' 

On October .Is1,2107 at approximately 2213 hours, Officer A; Hawkins P# 13505 and I, Officer T. Fasulo Jr. F# 
13459 were operating as marked patrol; unit 9A3 when an Active Shooter event was broadcasted via LVMPD 
Dispatch* Details stated there was ah active shooter at the Route 91 Harvest Festival with multiple casualties* 

During the first few moments the event was unfolding in Convention Center Area Command, MACTAC 
protocols were initiated in Downtown Area Command by the field supervisors. Due to Downtown Area 
Command being within the Tourist Safety, Division, officers,did not leave the area command and instead took 
ppsitions $long Fremont St Experience and the Stratosphere Hotel/ Casino in order to protect the.citizens if 
another attack were to. happen. 

Officer Hawkins and I were initially at the Clark County Detention Center when the Route 91 Harvest Festival 
was attacked. Officer Hawkins and I immediately switched our handheld radios to the CCAC channel, and 
began to listen to the updates provided by LVMPD Dispatch and. officers already on scene. An officer 
broadcasted he was transporting another officer suffering from a gunshot wound to UMC trauma.Being close 
to UMC, Officer Hawkins and 1 made the decision to respond to UMC and assist in road closures in order to 
facilitate a clear and direct path for the injured officer. 

After the injured officer arrived at UMC, Officer Hawkins and I made contact with D. Mason p# 8055. Sgt. 
Mason provided orders to respond to the Fremont St Experience and provide protection along with visual 
presence in the event another attack were to occur. Due to Officer Hawkins being certified to carry a rifle, we 
immediately responded to Main St, and Fremont. St and took a position at the top of the Slotzilla Zip, Line, 
Officer Hawkins and 1 operated as a two man element, him being the rifle carrier and I being the observer, 
Officer Hawkins and l scanned the Fremont St Experience with bur field of view being from Main St to 
approximately Casino Center, At approximately 0730 hours on October 2nd, 2017, Officer Hawkins and 1 were 
relieved of our position by Downtown Area Command, day shift officers* 

bale and Time pf Report; 10/07/2017 #1551 Hours Officer; T. Fasuio Jr, , P#; ,13459. 

Approved By; Officer; P#; 

Signature: 

LVMPD 62 (Rov.3/01) * WORD 2010 Page 1 



IAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event*: 171001-3510 

I IIIHIhH WW|WWUWW* 

Mandalay. Bay Active Shooter Response . 
SUBJECT 

DIVISION DIVISION OF 
REPORTING: ' DTAC/DT34 , , , OCCURRENCE: CCAC/OTAC 

DATE & TIME LOCATION OF ' 
occurred:.. 10/01/17.221,3 , , . occurrence: , RouteSt Harvest Festival 

NARRATIVE:- 

On 10/01/17 at approximately 1013 hours an active shooter was reported at the Route 91 Harvest Festival 
located at the Mandalay Bay Hotel, While listening to the radio traffic It was learned that two LVMPQ officers 
were shot and bein& driven to UMC, Officer!, Fasiilo P#13459i arid I, Officer A. Hawkins P#13S05, drove to 
UMC to assist with traffic control and to notify UMC security to clear out the area of the trauma port and , 
prepare for the arrival of a large number of patients. Officer pasulo and 1 then drove to Fremont arid Main St 
and took an elevated position to assist in securing Fremont Street Experience, Officer Fasulo apd I stayed 
there until were relieved at approximately 0730 hours on 10/02/17. 

Date and Time pf Report: TQ/7/%017 

Approved By: , , „ . . .. . ....r... 

Officer: A. Hawkins F#i 13605 

■ Officer: , , ' Ffr, . 

Signature: 1 . .,. '.. 
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LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POUCE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event#: LLV171001Q03519 

Active.Shocter Response 
SUBJECT . 

DIVISION 
REPORTING: SVAC 

DIVISION OF 
OCCURRENCE: . ■■ CCAC , 

DATES TIME 
OCCURRED: 10/01/17.2205 

■ ■ LOCATION OF 
OCCURRENCE: ;Mandaiay Say Casino 

NARRATIVE: 

On 10/01/17 at approximately 2205 hours, I, Officer D. Saggiomo (313A) was supervising a graveyard 
patrol squad (SV11) when we were activated for a MAC!AC incident The following.officers from my squad 
responded to the designated rally point, briefed the incident, and formed a strike team to head towards 
Mandalay Say casino. 

Officer Agae, Marilyn P# 15900 
OfficerAllen, Christopher P# 16000.. 

' Officer Serrano, Ericka. ’ ' P# 15845 . 
Officer Slattery, Kenden P# 16909 
Officer.Sonetti, Keith. P# 15905 ; 

Upon arrival at the incident, we were initially tasked as Strike Team #11 and responded to Excalibur to 
the reports of an active shooter and shots fired inside the casino. We were the first team to enter Excalibur 
and quickly realized that there was not a shooting there.; After clearing the casino floor, , we were informed of a 
victim with a gunshot wound to the leg that was on the casino floor. We evaluated her injury and informed 
medical other location to receive aid. 

After the Excalibur, my team was redirected to respond to Hooters casino and form a Force Protection 
team with thd fire department Our mission was to dear several hotel floors and look for victims: of the shooting 
that occurred at Route 91 concert, 

Upon completion of this mission, my team was tasked with meeting the fire department at Mandalay 
Bay to form several Force Protection teams and begin to clear some of the 43 floprs at the hotel- My team 
showed great resilience as they wore heavy riot gear and cleared hundreds of hotel rooms on numerous floors. 
My team was searching for any victims, suspects, or accomplices to the shpoting as information at that time 
was unreliable and ever-changing. 

I hereby commend these officers for their heroic actions during such a tragic event. , 

Date and Time of Report:. . 10/08/17 0900 Officer: D. Saqgiomo P& 13513. 

Approved By: .' .... ■ .' '. i Officer: ..J._.. ' ' ■ P#: .......... .,... 

SlPNATUfig:_,_. 
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LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT ■ ' llllll 
Even! #: 171001*3519 

Route 91 Festival Active Shooter Response ., ; 
' ' SUBJECT 

DIVISION OF 
OCCURRENCE:.' ' ■ ■ CCAC ■ ■ ! 

DATE & TIME LOCATION OF 
occurred:_. i o/oi/i 7 £209 hours , . occurrence! , Mandalay Bay 3950 s., Las VegasBfvd 

NARRATIVE: 

On 10/01/17, at approximately 2208 hours, an active shooter incident occurred at the location of 3950 3,la$ 
Vegas Blvd I Sergeantd, Stark, P#13515, supervisor of BA14:, was conducting graveyard bridling at Bolden 
Area Command (BAC). My squad, BA 14, was designated "In the Box" on the night of the incident At 
approximately 2215 hours, a swing shift unit opened the; briefing room door and advised LX Hank of What was 
unfolding at the Mandalay Bay/Route 91 Festival, t pulled up the GAD and .everyone in briefing turned on their 
radios. We quickly determined.to. end bribing and respond as, quickly as possible. As all my units were at 
BAC, there was no need to meet at the BAC MACTAC rally point, I ordered my squad to double up, meet in 
front of BAC and don their tactical gear. The BAH strike, team consisted of the following units: 

BA14-Strike Team 2 
Sergeant J Stark, P#13515t (Bit) 
Officer D. Spivey, P#15328 (1W1) 
Officer M, Smith, P#15315 {1W11) 
Officer R> Farris, P#15463 (1W12) 
Officer D. Ottomanelli, P#15841 (1W21) 
Officer d. Mercado, P#i590£ (iwa£) 
Officer A. Javier, P#15910 (1W8) , , 
Officer J. Bryant, P#15876 (1W18) . 
Officer R. Wicks, P#15400 {1W77 assigned to BA11 but reassigned to my. squad for the night due to being a 
rifle carrier) ■ 

Response 

I sent dispatch BAC dispatch an administrative message to update all call signs to 81 ia-811 g, but due to the 
chaos on the radio and department wide, the call signs were never updated and it appeared dispatch utilized 
the line-up td; log and monitor all the units, 

L.T. Hank briefed us quickly with what he knew in front of BAC. Our task was to get to SCAC which was the 
CP for the incident. All units donned their tactical gear and doubled up, Officer Farris was my driver. We 
responded code 3 and caravanned to SCAC. We arrived at the CP at approximately ££40 hours. 

Date and jime of Report: 10/08/17 0400 hours Officer; ■ . Sqt, J. Stork Pfc 13515 

Approved By; Officer:. P#: 

StQHATURE: 

DIVISION 
REPORTING: BAC 

LVMPO «2 <Rqv.B/01) ‘ WORD 20)0 Pm i 



LAS VEGAS MeTHOPQLirAN POLICE OEPAHTMENT 

CONTINUATION 
Event #1 171001-3519 

Command Root 

The front parking lot of SQAC was filled with marked patrol units, plain cars and other jurisdiction units. To 
alleviate ingress and egress BA14 parked on the first street south of the parking lot in-single file, The CP was 
filled with units with command and control just starting p form- L.J. Hank assumed the role of Staging Area 
Manager and began to appoint strike teams. We were the second strike team to form and were appointed 
Strike Team 2 <ST2). . . 

At approximately 2250 hours, calls began to come into dispatch regarding shooters at multiple hotel/casinos. 
These calls included a possible 445 device in a Black Audi SUV in front of the. Luxor Hotel and Casino. Due to 
the amount shooting calls coming in from multiple.locations it was believed there were multiple suspects and 
this was a takeover style terroristic attack similar to the attacks in Mumbai. LJ; Hank ordered each strike team 
to respond to a location of a call: ST2 was given the task of addressing the 445 device in the 425b under the 
Sphinx in the Luxor valet, 

Luxor 445 Device 

l created a pian, showed my strike team a map and gave them assignments. ST2 quickly responded to the 
Luxor and located the possible device. We created a perimeter around the device, and coordinated with Luxor 
security to. ensure the casino floor was evacuated at the hotel was on Jock down,. I utilized my binoculars to 
Inspect the possible device. The newer model black Audi SUV had a NV plate officers did not recognize. On 
the back of the SUV were wires connecting a large PVC pipe and several unknown square, objects which were 
taped to the tailgate. The vehicle and the device protruding from it were extremely suspicious and with the 
details of the ongoing incident it was likely either an actual-device or a decoy. The perimeter was moved back 
td approximately 80 yards. 

While on scene, ST2 maintained 560 degrees: of lethal coverage while, in front of the Luxor. Individuals who 
were hiding, lost, of intoxicated would Wonder up through the parking lot andST2 utilized Luxor security to get 
them into the Luxor lockdown areas. The perimeter could not be moved back farther due to the amount of 
people coming from different direction. Eyesight between officers needed to be maintained. I told Luxor 
security to review their video surveillance for more information on the vehicle* I was able to gain intelligence 
on the four individuals who dropped off the SUV and wont running through the Luxor, i broadcast their 
descriptions and where they were last seep over the radio. AtfMOR was requested and responded, 

A plain clothes Gang Unit officer and a uniformed GCAC patrol officer were in the Luxor parking lot and 1 , 
assigned them to ST2. I did not make note of their names to document them in this report, They assisted in 
maintaining the perimeter and stayed with Sf 2 throughout the night. $T2 maintained the perimeter on the 
device for several hours before ARMOR arrived. 

ARMOR and GGFD Bomb Squad responded and I briefed the ARMOR Captain and Lieutenant on the limited 
information we had, ARMOR Detectives determined the device was suspicious and the robot was sent up to 
inspect it. It was ultimately determined to be some sort of testing device for a seMriving car. 

After the device was deemed safe, ST2 became the Luxor Security Strike Team. Several more hours past and 
once the !C determined the Luxor could be taken off lock down, ST2 moved to the southern perimeter and 
maintained security on Mandalay Bay Dr preventing anyone from the Luxor parking lot from entering the 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

CONTINUATION 
Event #: 171001-3519 

Mandafay Bay property. At around 0715 hours, STS was relieved by dayshift, responded to the CP, checked 
out and made pur way back to BAG. 

Summary 

Throughout the incident STS maintained their composure during the .most chaotic, incident the LVMPD has ever 
faced. They displayed bravery and courage in their response, to the 445 device, whiph due to the intelligence 
present seemed very legitimate. ST2 placed themselves in line of fire and in proximity of a 445 device to> 
protect thousands of innocent citizens inside the Luxor. At the time, we did not realize it, but we were in the 
fine of fire of the suspect’s room on the 32™* floor of the Mandalay Bay. ST2 worked seamlessly with Luxor 
Security to gain intelligence and protect citizens as they appeared. ST2 stayed vigilant throughout the night for 
any and all threats. ST2 displayed compassion for the victim's and the victim’s families as they approached 
and requested the assistance they needed and gave them the information they needed to get victim services. 
Of special note was assisting and off duty California Police Officer and the wife of one of the off duty California 
Police Officers who was murdered that night 

1 am proud of every officer who responded that night and I am. especially proud of my squad. 

Sergeant J. Stark 
Bai 4 Graveyard 



US VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event#: 171001-351? 

SHOOTING AT MANDALAY BAY 

DIVISION 
REPORTING: TRAFFIC TR32 ■ 

SUBJECT . 

DIVISION OF 
OCCURRENCE: ■ ' PATHOL 

DATE & TIME 
OCCURRED: „ , , , 10/01/17 22:05 

LOCATION OF 
OCCURRENCE: 3950 S. LAS VEGAS BLVD 

NARRATIVE; 

On 10/01 /17 at approximately 22:08 hours, 1 was clear in Northeast are? when 1 heard dispatch advise of a 
code red on Convention Center for the 415A/ Active Shooter, rpulled up the event on CAD and also switched 
to the radio channel for Convention Center. When 1 heard the radio traffic and heard the gun shots overthe air, 
I switch my radio back to Northeast channel and seif-assigned to the event and notified the channel that it was 
a confirmed active shooter and to have their area officers get ready. 1 proceeded to roll code. 3 from the area of 
Bonanza and Pecos. As 1 neared the scene, 1 heard people on the radio stating they needed Russell 
eastbound from 1-15 closed down due to traffic: flowing into the scene and for other emergency personnel to 
have a clear route (i.e. medical personnel/ other police personnel.) When I heard this, t had just exited onto 
Russell. Wanting to assist on the scene, I knew Russell, had to be cleared out so other emergency medical 
personnel had a clear path. With the. assistance of another officer and a UNLV Sergeant we started to divert 
traffic off of Russell. Once NHP was able to close off the access ramps that fed traffic to Russell, I left that area 
and started towards the scene to give medical assistance. It was at this time, dispatch advised of several other 

, active shooters ip the area. I knew all Officers coming to the scene were going tothe Command post to get 
assignments. I took it upon myself and proceed to the New York New York Casino. This is due to the amount 
of generated: callers and the threat sounded confirmed, I flew over toTropicana, where 1 and another Officer 
cleared the exterior parking lots of New York New York. Once it was code 4 there, we cleared the parking lot of 
the Excaiibur and forced all people lurking in the area west.. We stationed ourSelves there for a bit, until it was 
semLconfirmed there was only a single shooter. Heft from here and met up with a couple other traffic officers 
on las Vegas Bivd/ Russell From there we proceeded to the Command Post for other assignments. We 
stayed at CP for a bit to direct where traffic officers were needed. The remainder of the shift was spent at 
Tropicana/ Koval for traffic control. 

Date and Time of Report: 10/08/17 16:15 . Officer; M. SCANLON F#': , 13517 

Approved By; Officer: ■: ' F#: 

SIGNATURE: 

LVMPD B2 (RdV-a-OI) • WORD 2010 Fags t 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN ROMCE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event#: 171001-3519 

Mandalay Bay Active Shooter 
SUBJECT 

. DIVISION 
REPORTING; CCAC 

DIVISION OF 
OCCURRENCE; : CCAC 

date a time 
OCCURRED: 10/1/2017 2208 

, LOCATION OF 
OCCURRENCE; Rout© 91, ■ 

NABBAHV£: 

Sergeant Kennedy, Detective’s Ghilarducci,Sulekt Vailad, and I ware heading to the music festival to conduct 
a walk through when overtime units called out shots fired, We ail arrived, at Reno and Giles within minutes. Ail 
of the officers put on TAG vests and we formed a strike team, information about where the shooter was, and 
the number of shooters* was unclear/Festival goers fold us there was a shooter Inside bf the fairgrounds. We 
began to advance as a unit to the threat as shots were still being fired. As we were approaching the grounds 
we learned there was a, shooter in the Mancfalay Bay with a position of advantage. We quickly transitioned to 
downed citizen rescue and began evacuating people to the Tropicana and the Hooters hotels. We set up 
security so the path was clear and we saw people down, with severe injuries, who were unable tb move 
themselves out of harm's Way. We loaded some individuals into the PD truck and Sergeant Kennedy and Bill 
drove them to a local hospital ■ V, ..f,. 'V 

Detective Vailad and i stayed on scene and began evaluating families that were Hiding behind Vehicles out of 
the area. Then an active shooter call came out at Tropicana. Detective Vailad and I went, to the Tropicana with 
medical personnel. We were systematically clearing the areas that concert goers were seeking.refuge. Once, 
we determined no additional shooting took place medical was able to tend to the several injured from gunfire 
and a female that was trampled. 

We then leftthat area and helped set up the North Division, North Branch with FD. Detective Vailad continued 
to join strike.teams and Force Pro teams in an attempt to limit causalities and he cleared, a lot of areas. 

The actions taken that night were heroic to say the least the people Sergeant Kennedy drove to the hospital 
survived due to quick thinking and, the ability to problem solve, everybody, on scene showed tremendous, 
courage and with out their assistance there would have been more fatalities 

Date and Time Of Report; _ 10/8/2017 . ' Officer; , D. Rose , , Pfl: 13$27 

Approved By; , . ■ . . . Officer; R#: 

SIGNATURE. ' . . 

LVMPD B2 (nov„a/01) * WORD 2010 Pape 1 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER'S REPORT %#• V 1 V I IM 1 I 

Event *; 171001-3519 

1 ■ '.'. . . Routed Festival _ 
™ : SUBJECT ' ~~ ^ ^ ^ 

DIVISION . DIVISION OF 
REPORTING;_Traffic ; OCCURRENCE; CCAC/Fatroi_ 

DATE & TIME LOCATION OF 
OCCURRED: .^_10-01-2017/2208 OCCURRENCE; , 3950 $ Las Vegas 61vd 

NARRATIVE: 

On 10-01-17 at 2230 hours i logged on as marked motor unit ? 188. to the NWAC channel As i logged on for 
service the active shooter event near Mandalay Bay had been active for approximately £0 minutes. Due to the 
timing of my shift start and the events that had taken place multiple motor units from Tfti 1 rallied at the NWAC 
to receive further instruction as to our deployment to assist with the incident 

Ultimately we were directed to meet as a squad at the Traffic Bureau and stand-by for further direction. White 
at the Traffic Bureau I was assigned to an auto collision to take a report for parties involved. Upon completion 
of thd report I was assigned to assist with traffic, control on tropicana, east of paradise td divert traffic from the 
secured crime scene. 

While performing traffic control on.Tropicana I was advised by 624TA to go to Sunrise Hospital to assist with 
the escort of Fallen Officer C. Hartfield from Sunrise Hospital to the Coroner’s, office. Upon completion of the 
assignment we were released to return home as day shift units had taken over traffic control responsibilities. 

Brandon McFarlane P#13740 
Traffic TR11 ■ ■ 

Date and Time of Report: 10/01/2017 / 2208 Officer: B, McFarlane ■ H: 13740 

Approved By; R. Anderson F# 6006 Officer; ' p#; 

Signature: 
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LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event f. 171001-3519 

Officer's ReporHor Active Shooter , 
— ; : : ^ ; SUBJECT ; " ^ r ■.■.: '.7' "'.1. ■ 

DIVISION DIVISIONOF 
BEPQBTiNG; investigative(IAB) . , occurrence: . Patrgt ^ ■■ ■. 

DATE & TIME LOCATION OF 
OCCURRED:_10/1/172210Hours OCCURRENCE; Route 01 Festival, , 

narrative; 

On the night of the shooting, I, Officer 3, Langenhan F#13742 was contacted by my partner, Officer G. Stinnett 
P# 8091, Officer Stinnett and | are detectives assigned to the internal Affairs Bureau; Officer Stinnett and" I! 
agreed to meet in uniform at Headquarters and take a plain car to the Command Post. Sergeant M. Misuraca 
P#5845 met us at HQ and accompanied us to the CP., We arrived around 2330 hours. 

Upon arrival at South Central Area Command, we were given the call sign of Strike Team 36 and assigned to 
Southern Hills Hospital to conduct interviews with victims; When we arrived at Southern Hills,, we met a victim 
named sustained a GSW to her buttocks. She had been treated and discharged but waited in 
the lobby to speak with us, We were able to obtain a taped statement from her. We also impounded her 
shorts which had bullet holes in them. Sergeant Dunn from SIB and his squad were also at the hospital. He 
instructed one of his detective^ to photograph flBB&to memorialize her injuries; Those photos should have 
been uploaded into OnBase by his squad. The shorts were impounded under the 3519 event number. 

Our taped statement with and transcription have been forwarded.to FIT. There were only a few 
interviews that needed to be conducted at Southern Hills Hospital. There were approximately: 10 various 
officers and detectives present to complete this.task. After the interviews were complete, Officer Stinnett, Sgt. 
Misuraca and I returned to the CP at SCAC to await further orders. At approximately 0530 hours, we were 
instructed.to report to HQ to begin our shift on the A/B Roster. 

Date and Time of Report; 10/9/17 0600 HqW$ Officer; J. Langenhan PK 13742 

Approved By: , . Officer:__ G. Stinnett , F£; , 8091 

Signature: 
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LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
h'Cf?i;k ta t-dif Event# of) ALk f-Vie*;1' Event#: . 171001+3519 

"PRINT" 
MandalayBay Shooting/Rqut© 91 . ., . . 

SUBJECT 

DIVISION . DIVISION OF 
REPORTING; _Investigations OCCURRENCE; ■■ ■■ 1 CC1Q 1 1 ■ 

DATE & TIME LOCATION OF " ■ 
OCCURRED; ^_10/01/17 2310 _OCCURRENCE: 3950 S, las Vegas Btvd LV NV 89109 

NARRATIVE; 

On 10/01/17 at approximately 2200,I Detective J. Sulek, P#13749, operating as plain clothes unit PQif3, 
along with plain clothes Officer J,: Serrano, P#14871, operating as PD.195, heard the broadcast of an active 
shooter at the Route 91 Harvest Festival at the MGM Village, located at 3901 S. Las Vegas Blvd. Due to the 
information coming out over the radio of numerous shots being fired- myself along with Officer Serrano then 
went to the area of the incident. 

Upon arrival, in the area of Reno and Duke Ellington which is. northeast of the Festival, grounds, we both 
donned our tactical gear and deployed our patrol rifles due to still hearing the sounds of gun fire. As we both 
got bur gear on, several marked patrol units were there in the. area as well as: hundreds of people still running 
from the area, and many with gunshot wounds or blood on them. Numerous victims and witnesses were , 
advising us that there were several shooters op the ground and. that there were people shot and injured. Due to 
receiving the above information about another shooter,, and,still hearing gun fire coming from the Festival 
grounds, I then assembled a strike team to head towards the grounds to possibly neutralize a secondary 
threat. As I assembled a team to go, We utilized a marked patrol unit as a cover vehicle. As Myself, Officer 
Serrano and Officer T. Guy nn,P#14891, along with several other Officers, began to make our way west on 
Reno, we observed more people, running from Haven St. Due to the citizens running from Haven St, as well as 
hearing that Officers, were taking gun fire at Reno and Giles, I then, had the driver of the patrol SUV turn 
southbound onto Haven as Officers in the strike team then.switched sides of the SUV, to continue to utilize it 
as cover, and in case a possible shooter was targeting Police personnel, I advised him to turn off all the tights 
on the vehicle. Victims on Haven St were also still advising Officers and myself, that there was a shooter on; 
the grounds still as well. As victims contacted Our team, we advised them to keep going north on Haven due to 
other Officers being there in the area and rendering1 first aide as well. 

As Haven St then came to a cul-de-sac end, myself, Serrano and Guynn then entered, a dirt parking Jot, to the 
direct east of the Festival grounds, and began to use a.bounding overwatch, moving from different bigger 
vehicles to another, Using them as coyer, progressing to Giles St, and: eventually into the Route 91 Festival 
grounds. As wo entered the Festival grounds w© teamed up with several other Officers to clear the area and 
began evacuating citizens and viptifns from the area, As we began to move farther west, into the grounds^ we . 
cams into contact with Sergeant Kornmei-Bemstein, P#9045, who was also with another strike team as wed as 
several unarmed citizens. We then used several buildings and grandstands to escort the citizens to a safer 

Date and Time of Report: 10/08/17Q2217 Officer; J. Sulek P#; 13749 

Approved By:, ■ Officer;, ^ : ^ , Pti: 

SIOHATUREI , _ 1 
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CONTINUATION 
Event #: 171001-3519 

area, where they were then escorted out by other Officers. Due to still not Knowing where the initial shooter 
was as well as getting another report of another possible shooter at the Luxor, myself and Sergeant Kommeh 
Bernstein as my spotter, then ascended up to the top of. a two story YIP lounge along the far west wall pf the 
grounds, to maintain an elevated position to keep eyes on the Mandalay Bay and the possible area that the 
Shooter was reported at Officer Serrano,.accompanied by his spotter Officer Guynn, also came with us to the 
second story to Keep eyes on the Luxor and for any possible threats from that area. Officer J, Pelley, P#16i 57, 
also pame with the two rifle teams to provide lower security for us In the area, and advise any other Officers 
that came in that units were above. After approximately an hour and a half, we secured from our position, due 
to units entering a room on the32nd floor of the Mandalay Bay and securing the room and shooter of the event, 
as well as other Officers arriving to secure the grounds. 

After we secured our area and walked back to our vehicle, myself and Serrano reported to the. command post, 
located at SCAC, ahd were entered into Strike Team 47 where we were transferred to Baliys Besort to 
maintain site security, 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER'S REPORT 
Event#; 171001-3^19 

__jGonshot WoMnd Evacuation 
_ : : 1 : ■ subject ■ 7WT” 

DIVISION DIVISION OF , , 
REPORTING:_ CCAC_ OCCURRENCE; ,■ , ; '' CCAC . ■ 1 ■ , 

date a time location of 32950 &Las Vegas $lvd Us Vegas NV 
OCCURRED: , 1'(H>1-2017/22:10 OCCURRENCE: , , , . , ,89109 

wsmm 
*ADDENDUM* 
Please include the following details with the initial Officer’s Report, When Detectives Ghilarducci and Vallad 
arrived with Sergeants Kennedy and Rose the group that assembled and moved toward the gunfire was from 
different units. There was a mother and her daughter that wouldn't move from behind a vehicle they were 
hiding behind that turned out to be owned by one of the victims who was killed. Detective Vallad ran around the 
south corner of the church in the direction from where the civilians were running. Detective Ghilarducci ran to 
the vehicle arid, grabbed the mother and her daughter and ran them back to the church before directing them to 
the opening in the gate, toward the Tropicana. The distance was later paced off to be 50. feet between the car 
and the church. When Sgt Kennedy decided to transport the two severely wounded women to the hospital the 
group split up and did not see each other again that night. Detective Ghilarducci was in the bed of the truck 
armed with a shotgun with the two victims. Sgt Kennedy drove with two family members.. Detective. Vallad 
joined another group and spent the rest.of the night clearing some of the properties,, Sgt Kennedy and., 
Detective Ghilarducci returned to the Strip to look for more suspects. At one point the two teamed up with 
another group that included Officer Sal Moscoli and two other unidentified officers in tactical gear. The radio 
said there was a gunman at.the Bellagio. The group entered the casino and cleared a portion of the gaming 
floor before realizing there wasn’t a threat and returning to the Strip, When ft was; determined there was no 
further threat and. collection of other casualties began Sgt Kennedy and Detective. Ghilarducci returned to 
CCAC Where they met up with two patrol officers who said they had an Uber driver Who thought he had 
transported the suspect. Sgt Kennedy and Detective Ghilarducci transported the man to HQ for debriefing with 
Homicide then returned to the hospital to check on the status of the two victims they had transported. The 
screenshots that are depicted below have contact information for one of the victims and Were sent the next 
day. Please ensure these comments and information are included With the original pfficer’s Report so it is 
complete. 

On the aforementioned date Detectives from IVMPD CCAC Squad 18 along with other officers responded to a 
call for service in reference to an active shooter in the vicinity of the listed address. Upon arrival near the 
scene, Detectives from CCAC 18 were met by civilians attempting to flee the area. Automatic gunfire was still 
being shot as the officers arrived, Several of the civilians had ydiied to the officers that there was a person '' 
shooting within the fairgrounds, Beleiving that there was an imminent threat to the safety of the Civilians the 
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IAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN PQUCE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S report 
Event #: 171001-3519 

_ Civilian Gunshot Wound Evacuation_ 

■ SUBJECT 

DIVISION DIVISION OF 
REPORTING: : 1 11_CCAC _. ' OCCURRENCE: CCAQ 

DATE & TIME LOCATION QF 32950 SXas Vegas Blvd LaS Vegas NV 
■OCCURRED: , 10-01^017/22:10 OCCURRENCE: . 09109., , , _ 

NARRATIVE: 

On the aforementioned date Detectives from LVMPD GGAC Squad is along with other officers responded to. a 

cal! for service in reference to an active shooter in the vicinity of the listed address. Upon arrival near the 
scene, Detectives from GGAC 18 were met by civilians attempting to flee the area. Automatic gunfire was stiff 

being shot as the officers arrived. Several bf the civilians had yelled to. the officers that there was a person 

shooting within, the fairgrounds. Believing that there was an imminent threat to the safety of the civilians the 
officers assemble and approached the area where it was believed there Was stii! a shooter.. Sgt C. 
KennedyP#8377, Sgt D. Rose P#13527 and Detectives J. Vallad P#t 2961 and W: Ghilarducci P#13797 were, 
able to corral a large number of citizens next to the Roman Catholic Shrine of the Most. Holy Redeemer church 

before directing them to an open gate which they could use to evacuate the area..There were four wounded 

wounded.lMI had multiple gunshot wounds and was bleeding.profusely from a wound in her left hip that was 
not responding to compression,^® had lost a great deal of blood, had cool, clammy skin, paleness, a rapid 
pulse and rapid breathing, enlarged pupils and anxiousness and agitation, all signs she was going into shock. 

had similar symptoms and was bleeding profusely from wounds to her upper right extremity and 

ribcage. Sgt Kennedy attempted to obtain medical assistance but EMS was so overwhelmed with, the volume 
of injured civilians that It was impossible to obtain treatment. Detective Ghilarducci re-applied a tourniquet that 
had been applied toMJHfcarm and noted that severe lacerations on her elbow and the bullet wound near 

her brachial artery was causing her to bleed badly. Detective Ghilarducci applied Quick-Clot gauze to flMfchip 
wound to slow her bleeding and protect the injury and alerted Sgt Kennedy to the seriousness of her 

symptoms. Sgt Kennedy made the decision to ground evacuate the victims with his unmarked police vehicle 

anci Detective Ghilarducci assisted bystanders by helping the women to the back of vehicle where he stayed 
with them during the trip to the hospital continuing to monitor both women for bleeding and shock. Sgt Kennedy 

quickly drove the passengers to University Medical Center where dozens Of severely wounded citizens had 
already arrived for treatment. The victims were taken inside arid triaged. Both survived and were in surgery as 
of the morning of 10-02-2017. ; 
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continuation 
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officers assemble and approached the area where it was believed there was still a shooter. Sgt Ct 
KennedyP#8377( Sgt a Bose F#13527 and Detectives J.Vallad P#13961 and W. Ghiiarducci P#13797 were 
able to corral a targe number of citizens next to the Roman Catholic Shrine of the Most Holy Redeemer church 
before directing them to an open pate which they could use to evacuate the area. There were four Wounded 
civilians next to the church, were seriously 
wounded. UKR| had multiple gunshot wounds and was bleeding profusely from a wound in her left hip that was 
not responding to compressionJIMtoad lost a great deal of blood, had cool, clammy skin, paleness, a rapid 
pulse and rapid breathing, enlarged pupils and anxippsneSs and agitation, all signs she was going into shock, 
flipa had similar symptoms and was bleeding profusely from wounds to her upper right extremity and 
ribcage. Sgt Kennedy attempted to obtain medical assistance but EMS was so overwhelmed with the volume, 
of injured civilians that it was impossible to obtain treatment Detective Ghiiarducci re-applied a tourniquet that 
had been applied toMMirn and noted that severe lacerations on her elbow and the bullet wound near 
her brachial artery was causing her to bleed badly. Detective Ghiiarducci applied Quick-Clot gauze toJIRPiip 
wound to slow her bleeding and protect the injury and alerted Sgt Kennedy to the seriousness ot her 
symptoms. Sgt Kennedy made the decision to ground evacuate the victims with his unmarked police vehicle 
and Detective Ghiiarducci assisted bystanders by helping the women to the. back of vehicle Where be stayed 
with them during the trip to the hospital continuing to monitor both women for bleeding and shock, Sgt Kennedy 
quickly drove the passengers to University Medical Center where dozens of severely wounded citizens had 
already arrived for treatment. The. victims were taken inside and. triaged.. Both survived and were in surgery as 
of the morning of 10-02-2017. ' " 
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LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Evertt#; 171001 “3519 

Mass Shooting Incident 
SUBJECT 

DIVISION 
REPORTING: . ISO 

DIVISION OF. 
OCCURRENCE; JSD 

DATE* TIME. 
OCCURRED; 10-01-17® 2215 ■■ 

location of Mandalay Bay Hotel 
OCCURRENCE: , 3950 Las Vegas Blvd S.. 

NARRATIVE 

On October 01,2017, at approximately 2215 hours, I, Detective K. Ruzicka p# 13806 was at home in bed 
when i received several texts over the phone. Upon checking the texts, I observed that there was an active 
shooter gping on at the Mandalay Bay. I immediately turned on my department issued radio and discovered 
the information was accurate and officers and civilians were actively being fired upon by an unknown suspect 
or suspects; The radio traffic indicated the action was ongoing and couid possibly be the actions of multiple 
suspects, I was notified from my Sgt. R. Whiteley and was ibid that we (team 01U t) were to respond to the 
strip and assemble at the command post located at South Central Area Command, Before leaving my 
residence, I placed my tac-vest on and reported into the staging area, A short time later the entire team pips a 
contingency arrived who consisted of the following; '; 

* Detective Josh Costello 
t Detective Kyle Prior 
* Detective Casey Dalrymple 
* Detective Jake Legrow 
* Detective Robert Grantham 
* Detective Jake Vance 
* Detective Richard Moreno 

A short time after arriving at the staging prea, GJU 1 was designated as Strike Team 1 consisting of myself and 
the above-listed individuals. We were tasked to respond to the Mandalay Bay and assist with any possible 
threats that might still be active. We were attached to LL John Leon who was tasked with setting up a forward 
operating area for SWAT to work from, CiU 1 initially set put on foot from SCAC heading toward Mandalay 
Bay, About halfway to the hotel we met up with a SWAT team and was picked up by a Bearcat and driven to 
the lower valley of Mandalay Bay where we established a base for operations. CiU 1 pulled site security arid 
picked up straggler citizens and escorted them to the Michael Jackson theatre where a group of 1300 to 1800 
citizens were being staged for safety purposes.CIU 1 collectively escorted 10-20 individuals to the theater. 

A short time later we were tasked to clear all the hotel rooms at the Mandalay Bay ensuring there were no 
suspects and looking for Officer Hartfield who at the time, was said to be missing. Sgt R, Whiteley was given a 
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CONTINUATION 
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universal key-fob, and our team then proceeded to clear four floors consisting of approximately 500 individual 
rooms. We cleared the entire hotel in conjunction with several other teams at the direction of SWAT. Once the 
entire hotel was secured, we went back to the staging area and awaited re-assignment At about 0630 hours 
CiU 1 was released from duty. At this time 1 secured and returned home. 
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LAS VEGA® METROPOLITAN POUCE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT; HOMICIDE 
Event#: 171001-3519 

Route 91 Shooting 

SUBJECT 

Division Reporting: 
Tourist Safety 

Division of occurrence: 
CCAC 

Date & Time Occurred: 
10/01/17 2208 

Location of Occurrence: ' '■ " ' 
Mandalay B,av 

The following is an account of my response during the Route 9'1 shooting on 10/01/17 

On 10/1 /17 at 2208 our l Officer C. Arrendale was In briefing with my squad COi 2 When we heard that shots 
Were fired 'at the route 91 festival- 1 got into a vehicle with 3 other officers A* Colucci, E, Ciatterbuck and S, : 
Sanches-, We drove to the west valet of Mandalay Bay by way of Frank Sinatra, Upon arriving we, formed a 4 
man element and made contact with security/. We advised security that we needed to get to the 32nd floor. Upon 
reaching, the elevator the security officer told us that they had an active shooter on the 29^ floor, We then 
responded to the 29lh where we searched the hallways for a. shooter/ We cleared 2 rooms to include 29135 which 
was 3 stories below the Shooter. While searching the hallway we heard Officer Sanches: {who was the rear 
guard).yell ‘'threat”, We turned around noticed a WMA wearing a Tac vest and holding a rlfile. He was with a 
squad who had a tactical shield. He, announced that he was,Metro Police. He then told us that they would take 
the next level and to update with dispatch that we cleared the room. 

After clearing the 29tl? we were headed to the 32™1 floor when we were advised that SWAT was arriving and 
that they wanted us to hold our positions, We then waited in the stairwell for approximately 6 hours for further 
direction we confirmed multiple times that we were to hold our, positions, Eyehtualiy a SWAT team dame up to 
the 29!tl level and told us tp join up with them to clear rooms. We heiped them clear the rest of the 29lf1 floor as 
well as 2 additional floors (I don't remember which ones). 

After clearing rooms we checked in With the FOP (Catholic church off Giles) and were told to take, scene 
protection posts along Giles, We took our posts until approximately 0800 when we relieved by day shift/ 

Date of Report: Officer#^ P#; Officer#2: P#: 
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LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER^ REPORT 
Event*; LLV171000Q3519 

Active Shooter at (Mandalay Bay) Route 91 Festival ,, _' 
subject 

DIVISION 
REPORTING: ", Patrol 

DIVISION OF 
OCCURRENCE: , . CCAC/FLEX 

oath a TIME 
OCCURRED; 10/01/2017 - 2221 / 

location of 3950 S las Vegas Blvd; Las Vegas, 
occurrence: NV 89119 Mandalay Bay 

NARRATIVE: 

—BODY WORN CAMERA AVAILABLE*** 

On October 1st, 2017 i Officer C. Fobbs p# 13879 was off-duty (RDO Sun, Mon, Tue modified graves) when l 
received a group) message from my Sgt, F, Obasi P# 6642 at 2211 hours stating there was an active shooter at 
Mandalay Bay and over 100 victims reportedly injured, l immediately got into my personal vehicle and made 
my way to CCAC where l am stationed to retrieve my duty gear which consisted of my LVMP0 issued, police 
drab green BDUs^black.gipves, a duty, belt that contained; body worneamera, a firearm H&K VP9,3 extra 
magazines (4 total), two sets of handcuffs, expandable ASP baton, taser, OC spray, radio, flashlight and my 
handcuff keys, my ballistic helmet, ballistic goggles and my personal shotgun Remington 870, a tactical 
ballistic vest with two level VI ceramic plates, two trauma med kits attached, 4 tourniquets; a “police” identifier 
patch on the rear of my vest, a backup firearm Clock 17 with 3 extra magazines, ali of which made me readily 
identifiable as a police officer and to effectively be abie to assist wounded if needed and to address any 
immediate threats; 

Upon my arrival J.met up with Officer!. Toliver P# 15003 who is also on my squad and responded to 
Tropicana Hotel 3801 S las Vegas Blvd, las Vegas, NV 89109, after reports of gunshots being heard and 
medical staff being fired upon. After arriving at Tropicana we were routed to New York New York 3790 S las 
Vegas Blvd, Las Vegas, NV 89109, Once we made it to New York New York we met. with members from our 
squad CC15/FlEX/$trike Team Bp along with Officers from another squad to form two strike teams at which 
time we made our way into the hotel to clear out any possible victims and to look for a possible shooter. Upon 
doing so, we learned there was no one inside the hotel shooting from what We observed* nor did anyone who 
was left inside of the hotel see anything. 

We cleared New York New York, Excalibur, The Cosmopolitan Hotel arid was shortly given an assignment to 
take pverwatch on the Cosmopolitan to Miracle MilesSbops’bridge, where wewere to prohibit anyone from 
going southbound on las Vegas Blvd past Harmon due to it being a hot zone. Also to make sure no one 
loitered on the bridge and to clear people from the streets due to possible suspects outstanding. Once all 
reported scenes were made safe and there were no reports of any outstanding subjects* our team made our 
way to the command post at South Centra! Area Command where we Staged until we received further 
instructions. 
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CONTINUATION 
Event #1 LLV17100003519 

Our squad then were assigned to meet with the coroners from LVMPp and PBl to help move the deceased 
bodies from the scene of the Route 91 main crime scene, which was the remainder of our day until being 
relieved by day shift officers around 1900 hours* 

The following days, Mon 10/02/2G17 myself and my partner Officer J, Hafen p# 15673 along with other 
CC 15/FLEX Officers helped protect the east and west valet parking lot and Tue IQ/03/2017 myself and Officer 
Hafen met up with FBI Agent Rebecca Marridt and FIT Officers who briefed us about the incident which took 
place on Sunday October 1st before she secured along with her team, and we manned the post/crime scene at 
room 32“ 135 for the remainder of the night* Wednesday we started our normal work week and did sweeps of 
casinos to speak with hotel staff to assure they felt safe coming to work and continued to do bur job which is 
reducing violent crimes and making las Vegas the safest community in America. 



IAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event#: 171001-3519 

Active Shooter Route 91, 

DIVISION 
REPORTING: Patrol /NVY14 

''' ■ ■ suikiiicT ■ 

DIVISIONOF ' ■ . ■ , 
' OCCURRENCE: Petrol/GCAC. 

DATE & TIME 
OCCURRED: . IQ-1 -17 

. LOCATION OF 
OCCURRENCE: Route 91 

NARRATIVE: 

On 10-1-171 Officer Joshua Rowberry P# 13894 and Officer pric Gallegos P# 6620 ware assigned to 
work special events at Town Square, the Blue Martini Club as 21SE. We were scheduled to start the 
overtime at 2300 hours. While en route to town square I called Gallegos and asked he was listening 
to the radio reference the active shooter at The Route 91. Gallegos advised he was and that he was 
in his personal vehicle, I arrived at Town Square 2230 hours and told Gallegos that we needed to go 
to the active shooter. 

We jumped on 1-15 north headed to South Central Area Command when we immediately hit grid lock 
traffic. The entire freeway was a parking lot. As we tried the emergency lane, that was also backed 
up. As we were stuck, an older pickup truck right in front of us looked to have people sitting in the 
back covered in blood. Gallegos and I got out of the vehicle to render aid there were 3 passengers in 
the back. Two unknown females and one male. The first female was sitting upright and had blood on 
her arms and legs. I had asked her are you hurt? Have you been shot? She wasin a state of shock 
and stated I don’t think so. I looked her over and could not see any injuries, laying down was an 
unknown female and male. They both were laying down face to face as the male was hugging her 
very tightly. I asked him sir are you hurt? Are you shot?: He stated no, but she is. He stated the 
female he was hugging was deceased due to a gunshot to the back of the head. He was holding on 
to her to give her some comfort as they were on the way to the hospital. At this time a Fire Captain 
and AMR unit had pulled up behind us. 

i went to the trunk and put on my tactical gear with rifle. Gallegos arid I then drove south on 1-15 
going the wrong way in a safe manner. We then hit 215 west and got off on Decatur and continued to 
head towards the Command Post, The radio traffic at this time sounded as if there was another 
possible shooter moving north on the boulevard. I told Gallegos to go north anticipating there was 
another shooter. As we were heading south qn Flamingo, Sergeant Jennifer Benjamins P#6964, call 
sign 705V got on the radio and stated that there might be another shooter inside the Paris 
hotel, Gallegos and I immediately headed towards the Paris to join a strike learn and stop the 
suspected shooter. 

Date and Time of Report; 10-11-17 2352 QtflOBf: ' p#: 
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As we arrived we joined a strike team arid jmmedlateiy headed in to stop the shooter, render aid and 
help as many people as we could* As there was no shooter and 705V was given false 
information* We continued to clear out the Paris hotel and help people that were hiding and 
scared* Anybody we found were told to go the Paris conference room where security was keeping 
patrons until safe* At this time the Paris hotel was deemed code four and we waited there until further 
instructions were given* At approximately 0330 hours we were told tp head to the command post arid 
check in^ At approximately 0400 we were released form the CP. I responded to NWAC were I 
continued to work until 0600 and secured with my squad that had been activated due to the incident, 

I contact Sgt Ward to review my body camera and he Advised me that there was a video from that 
night* I remember hitting thp camera button to activate but unknown why it didn't record. After putting 
my tactical vest and rifle on i cannot access the camera button due to it being in my right breast shirt 
pocket 
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US VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event#;.'. 171001-3519 

_; ' Active Shooter - Route 91 .. . .■..■... . 
■SUBJECT 

DIVISION DIVISION OF 
reporting; Community Policing; Division occurrence; , , , SCAC ,, 

DATE & TIME ■ ' LOCATION OF 
OCCURRED; 10/1/20172230 ,, , OCCURRENCE; CCAC 

NARRATIVE; " 

Officers Involved: 

B. Lse P#9Q72 
B. Knudson P#13903 
R. Chavez P#7758 
D. Weber P#14457 . , 
R. Shoemaker P#14458 
M. Magsaysay P#14804 

On 10-1-2017 at approximately 2210 hours, Officers assigned to the SCAC Flex Team were Off- Duty during 
standard RDO’s. Officer Shoemaker received a text message from a fellow LVMPD Officer reference a 
possible active shooter at the Mandalay Bay Hotel and Casino. Details were given to Officer Shoemaker that 
there were multiple active shooters hear the Mandalay Bay and multiple people shot, Including Officers. 
Members assigned to the SCAC Flex Team then listened to real time radio traffic of the incident and decided to 
take action and meet at SCAC to assist with the situation. 

The first member of the SCAC Flex Team to arrive at SCAC was Officer Magsaysay.Officer Magsaysay 
quickly donned his tactical vest, equipment and rifle. Officer Magsaysay overheard radio traffic that the active 
shooter at Mandalay Bay was still actively shooting at people on the strip and made a quick decision to 
respond directly to Mandalay Bay to assist in stopping the threat Officer Magsaysay quickly met up With 
LVMPD SWAT officers and converged on the 32nd floor of the Mandalay Bay. 

The remaining members of the SCAC Flex Team arrived at SCAC and also donned tactical vests and 
deployed rifles, Flex Team Officers then arrived at the Command Post with Other Hln the Box" squads in the 
front parking lot of SCAC for further instruction on deployment Flex Officers who were operating without a 
Sergeant, decided to join another strike team who was in.need of rifle carrying officers. SC AC Flex Officers 
joined SOT. J, Benjamins (VICE),, squad to assist with multiple strike teams, SCAC Flex Officers were then 
assigned to respond to the Paris Hotel and Casino where reports of a person with a gun and illegal shootings 
were occurring; Flex Officers and Vice Detectives arrived to a crowded casino filled with patrons. Upon arrival 
at the casino, many citizens were running in panic from the Route 91 festival which spread throughout the 
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CONTINUATION 
Event #: 171001-3519 

property and on Lae Vegas Boulevard After Hearing from citizens that a person was shooting inside the Paris, 
Flex Officers and Vice Detectives then dispersed in multiple strike teams and cleared the casino. With the help 
of Paris Security Officers, hotel guests were sent back to their rooms and employees were advised to shelter in 
place in secured areas until further notice. Reports of a possible shooter or shots being fired inside the casino 
turned out to be false and Officers were advised to hold their position at the Paris, 

After clearing the Paris, Officers were summoned back to the command post for further instructions, SCAC 
Flex Officers were then removed from the Vice squad and were stationed at the Casino Royale property on 
Las Vegas Boulevard to show police presence. 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER'S REPORT: HOMICIDE 
Event#: LLV171001003519 

Event# 171002003519 Active Shooter Route SI 
SUBJECT 

Division Reporting: 
CCAC/CC11 

Division of Occurrence: . 
CCAC/CC11 

Pate & Tima Occurred; 
10-1-17 2210 

loiSafion-o} Occurrence:,■/ 1 ■ 
3901: $ Las Vegas Bivd (Concert Field) LV; NV 89119 

On 10*1-17 atabout 2200 hours t Officer G. McAnaliy P#13011, MGM Outside EvemstfMMN^BH|HM 
Officer Albright P#12950 were-enjoying the concert at 3901 $ Las Vegas Btvd LV NV 89119. We were 

Tn'tfie Coca-Cola' Suite #2 on the southeast side of the concert village next to Las Vegas Blvd, The performer 
Jason Aldean had just come on stage and was a few songs into his set When a repetitive popping sound similar to 
fireworks went off, The sound seemed io be coming from the. west, initially the crowd seemed to just be looking 
around for what was making the sounds and where the noise was coming from, i observed two overtime Metro 
Officers appear to be Checking the stands tothe south of our location; Then the crowd started to react and begin 
running in Oil directions. The band of performers ran off the stage to the west. Now there seem, to be bursts of 
popping that were long and continuous but t still couldn’t determine where it was coming from. I hadn't heard what 
turned out to be automatic gunfire thbtWas coming from a distance before: It almost sounded like the microphone 
Was sparking over the speaker system, Then I began to notice that people were down on the ground in the field in 
front of me, ■ 

We were on the balcony of the Suite which was ode level up from the.grouhd level about four feet/ Someone 
yelled from behind us that p mari Was hit and somebody help him as peopleware hiding inside the suite behind 
us. Officer Albright and I turned to attend tothe white male who appeared lobe bleeding from the upper right leg 
laying slumped in a chain I recognized fie needed a tourniquet but wasn't exactly sure where the bullet hole Was 
located. I said we need a tourniquet. Officer Albright spotted a bag with a strap on the ground behind him and 
began dem^lng the: sfrap by hand; Ho handed me the strap and I tied it in, a knot around, hid fog as high as i 
could go. 1 then said I needed something to twist it with and Officer Aibright went inside, the Suite returning with a 
pair of plastic tongs used for food handling, I quickly took the tongs arid placed them inside the tied strap twisting 
and twisting until it seemed very tight I couldni see, exactly, where the, Weeding was coming from but it seemed to 
sibw although rm hot completely sure it was due to our actions: I told. Officer AibHghtwe need something to move 
him with and Officer Albright quickly located a wheel chair positioned next to the Suite. The white male was pretty 
large probably over 200Jbs. He was also limp and nomresponsive. Several people sheltering, in the Suite began to 
try and load him into the wheel chair. It took several attempts but he was loaded and token out the back of the 
Suite away from where the gunfire seemed to be coming from. 

When we exited the rear of the Suite people Were scrambling under a set of stairs td escape the fence enclosed 
area. We knew the wheel chair couldn't go under the stairs so Officer Albright jumped over the stairs and by hand 
started untwisting the wife tied from the fencing to the pole. Once he had,accomplished this Officer Albright ■B and I began pushing.the fence away from the pole and. stairs creating a gap big enough to get the whoUP 

IrThrough. Again some other patrons of the concert saw what we were doing and began pushing the fence as 
well. As soon as there was a .gap'..HMMMftfiM* directed people to the gap and a small flood of people 
that had been sheltering in piece escape the small area and began running pbet One of the 
patrons heiping With the wheel chair saw a break in people rushing past and pushed the chair forward. The gap 
wasn’t quite big enough so a group of us picked up the wheel chair high enough to get it over the stairs* I and 
another man warp pushing the wheelchair toward an open gate on the east side of the field, at Reno Drive. I told 

to stay with me but she, was trying to get people to exit through the gate. The man helping 
me push the wheelchair said he had it as ,we got close to, the gate and took over pushing the wheel chair. 

Once outside the gate 1 seW people trying to help the injured, they began, stopping fleeing , vehicles and loading . 
the injured in the vehicles to take to the hospital. 1 stopped a cab driver’s vehicle full of passengers and helped 
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some others load an injured parson in the cargo area, I toid thecab driver to take off slowly as the back hatch 
wouldn't close, to drive carefai and try to stay calm. There were people walking and running out of the gale with 
more injured-1 ran back into the -concert village! area and looked for something On wheels-1 found a rolling 
garbage bin* ispctted^jMMBM^MPteand called to her to give me a hand, We tipped the bln over am^^ 
emptied the trash out. I then began to run back to the area, where the injured were coming from. 1 called to^((p 
^^P^^P^teave the area but she yelled back that she had to clear the fieidand getlhepeople out so she 

As i ran back in there were two men helping another man off the field, They had him between them with hip arms 
oyer their shoulders, as it appeared, he couldn't walk. The injured men was screaming in pain, I said load him in , 
here HI take him pointing to the bin; The injured map said yes yes load me in there. As I got closer I saw his right 
leg had been severed and the bone was broken. His lower ankle and foot were dangling to the side. He told me 
he got hit in the leg and now it's messed up., I wheeled pirn out of the cohcert village to. the injured staging area, it 
now looked like a somewhat coordinated effort by citizens of stopping vehicles trying to leave and loading injured 
people inside. The man in my cart was helped out by some other men as he screamed in pain then loaded into 
the bed of a pick-up truck. I turned to run back inside 

f was pretty winded by this time and started to feel my mouth dry up. It was ell happening very fast, I saw people, 
carrying the injured and, one was being wheeled out in a wheel barrow, r don't recall if it was one or two more 
injured that ( helped. I'd roll up to someone on the ground with a person next to them and .id ask if they needed 
help to get Out- A couple of times i’d hear someone say this one is dead and I'd move further into the concert field, 
The next group I do remember coming upon was carrying, a female on a cattle barrier while someone, was doing 
pPRon the female, Jhey loaded the femaieonto my cart cattle barrier and ail and wd took off funning. They 
wanted to take her into the House of Blues Bar where they had heard medical was taking care of the injured. I 
tried to get them to go out the gate but the group was determined so. 1 just pushed along trying to steer with the 
others pushing and one man doing CPR. Weentered the opening for the bar. It was surreal. There were people, 
lying on the ground injured and bleeding. Some were being attended to and some appeared dead not moving..! 
didn't see any medical pdrabnriei inside helping anyone; I guess neither did the group helping out as we quickfy 
turned and headed put the opening in the back,. We el! wheeled the female bn the barrier through the back lot .My 
hand got smashed a coupie of times when we’d hit an obstacle on the ground, and the barrier would slide forward 
pinching my hand between the cart and cattle barrier. We got to Reno and the group loaded the female in the bed 
of a truck all the while the man doing CPR on her. 

i turned to go back inside. After 1 got back inside onto the main field a man ran up to my oart which still had the 
barrier oh It and said he was an off duty paramedic and would help me. We fan up to the first person on the 
ground and he quickly darted down at the person's side, it was so dark i couldn't see if the person was male or 
female. The person was lying to the bast of the fieid. The.paramedic guy quickly jumped up and took one Of his 
hands waving it fingers spread palm down back and forth across his throat area signaling no and, he said the 
person was dead. We, moved together forward holding the cattle barrier jn place looking for someone to help, I 
saw people moving about but again it was park- We made a route around the outside edge of the field until we 
came upon the west side. It didn't appear there were anymore injured, A man came up and said the rest are 
dead- Thp paramedic asked the guy no Injured arid the other man said no their dead leave them In place: I looked 
around and saw some people trying to cover the bodies with banners they must have torn down from fences and 
stage area, I took the cart and headed back out of the concert field towards. Reno. Once we were out of the gate 
the paramedic guy said 1 need to help people and left l helped load some injured and directed some traffic, 

i saw some LVMPD Officers behind a patrol vehicle in the middle of Reno, Two were pn shotgun and one was on 
rifle. They seemed to be providing an over watch type of cover in case someone came from either north or south 
as well as out of the fenced concert area proving to be a threat I approached them hands up spying i was an off 
duty Metro Officer McAnally P#13911 out of Convention Center Area Command and that 1 wanted to help, Being 
unarmed and in plain clothes the best option for me to Help was to keep people away from their backs and direct 
all traffic, going around them. People kept running up to their position say Officer Officer we need help, rd try and 
stop these peoples approach and tell them to stay back these Officers are provfdihg protection right now they 
can't help. I'd say I’m an off duty Officer what do you need and then try to help them. There were a few cars 
leaving the area and I'd run up to the car tell them to slow down, direct them to where they needed to go and tel! 
them to keep their hands on the steering wheel At one point an AMR or Medic West Paramedic came up and 
asked if there were any injured further south on Reno. 1 said! didn't believe so and he asked about a group 
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huddled on the ground at the very south of Reno near Giles, He said he needed to check end owed-would 1 go 
with him. We walked down to the people and asked if anyone was hurt. They said they were alright and then 
pointed put what appeared to he a hole made'from a bullet that had passed through a Ford SUV they were Hiding 
behind. The bullet had passed through the rear windows ofthe Vehicle, This went on for e While with me directing 
traffic and keeping people from approaching the team behind the patrol vehicle; 

Finally Officer Albright and some pther Officers from CCAC came up to our position. Officer Albright was wearing 
a neon police vest and carrying a Department shotgun. He was with Officers De Souza, Peralta, and Tran and \ 
believe they had been inside the concert afea escorting people out, A Sergeant in uniformfoat ( didn’t 
immediately recognize came up to the position. He said something about needing a team to go back inside and 
escort the performers who were sheltered in their bus out ofthe concert field. He must have asked who t was and 
I told him because he told one df the uniformed officers to hand me a weapon and his neon vest The Officer 
seemed to be reluctant to hand foe his Glock side arm from his holster, as i would have been; but he did it without 
question then handed me a spare magazine as well as his vest The Officer was one ofthe ones providingover 
watch and carrying a shotgun. We exchanged F numbers and I promised to get his firearm back.to him, then I 
Formed up with officer Albright and the others and we headed back inside the concert field: 

We formed a strike team and. went back inside. Officer Albright had already beep clearing, the concert field with 
the others so he took lead, I followed directly; behind him and we proceeded to the tour bus area behind the stage. 
We weaved in and around the buildings of the field and then past some of the stage area to the buses, When we 
got over to the busses there was an tVMFD Lieutenant there with a group of Officers he told Albright that the 
performers wanted to shelter in place inside their buses. Officer Albright led the, foam back out ofthe concert field. 
Once outside we walked along Reno where we were asked to go east on the street perpendicular to Reno which I 
believe is Ali Baba to help secure the Hangar area where people were evacuated, When we got down there 
Officers who were posted at that position informed us they were good and it was all secure, We then proceeded 
through the church parking lot to where we thought the command post was but no one was there. 

We alt walked: up fo a Gate 4A located orr Reno, An Officer camp up and said be heeded uniformed Officers 
because they had decided to escort the performers off foe buses, so most of foe: foam we were with left to, go 
take care of that, We went into the concert field at gate 4A. We were approached by an MOM Outside Events 
Executive We had met earlier in the day by the name He toiciusthatsome of his employees were 
sheltered inside Cenex boxes op the northwest side Of the concert field. Officer Albright, Officer Tran and 1 started 
to head to where he had told us they were which was. below the multicolored tower. When we got over in the area 
we could see the Conex boxes which were shipping containers turned into offices. We made a plan that Officer 
Tran* foe only uniformed Officer of the three of us would provide Cover as Officer Albright and 1 approached fond 
cleared foe Conex boxes. Officer Albright announced rind we checked each of the boxes. In one of the Conex 
boxes there Were two people a male and a Female, We did a quick pat for weapons and checked their backpacks. 
We then had them come up to Officer Tran’s position while Qffiber Albright and 1 cleared the rest of the Coney 
boxes and surrounding area. Behind the Conex boxes there was an area with forklifts arid lighting: equipment like 
a small construction yard which was too big for two Officers alone to clear so we decided to just escort the two 
people we had found out of the concert field, When we got back over near Gfote 4A The MOM Executive took his 
employees over to their MOM command post, We asked if there was anyone else arid he said no. 

We walked over to Gate 4A where a Lieutenant told , us to secure the gate andnot let ariyone back into the 
concert field. Gate 4 was where the Medic tent had been located for foe event Medical items tike syringes, 
bandages and packaging. Directly to the west of foe font in a small area there were four dead bodies. Three were 
laying on the ground and one woman was still in a wheel barrow. Officer Tran went arid got some police tape and 
we sectioned off the opening to keep anyone from walking down there and disturbing foe scene. We continued to 
stand post there monitoring who came in and but, I escorted a few MGM Employees from the gate to their 
command post and back. Officer Albright and I Were stationed there at Gate 4 until We Were relieved by uniformed 
officers sometime around 0500 hours, Sergeant Schwartz gave u$ a ride to our vehicle parked at Excatibur 
parking garage off Frank Sinatra. Officer Albright and l then drove over to the station rind met with Sgt. Schwartz 
before going home a little before 0800 hours. 
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' .....' |.^'i.■.1. Mandalay'bay-active shooter .■' 

‘ ^ subject : 1 ' ' "" ■ 

DIVISION DIVISION OF 
REPORTING; PATROL/CC AC/CC33 OCCURRENCE; M4 

............mb m ....i n.....'i.. i ... 

DATE & TIME location OF 3950 S. Las VegasBIvd. Las Vegas, NV 
OCCURRED; 10/01/17 Time 2200 hrs OCCURRENCE; ■ : ^ 69119 ' 1 ' 

NARRATIVE; 

On 10/01 /17 at approximately 220Ghrs I, Officer T; Peralta P#13912, along with Officer Lea P# 16397, 

while operating as marked patrol unit 3M9, we responded to the Active shooter at Mandalay Bay Route 91 
concert from CCAC. Upon arrival in the area of (E. Reno Ave and Haven St.)we could hear the gun fire what 

sounded like at the time coming from inside the concert. My partner and I parked the SUV ori the corner and 
gone on foot behind the Roman Catholic Church and made, our way to Giles St, We could.see people running 
from the Concert from a side open gate on the.west side of the venue; We met up with other officers and made 

entry looking for the shooter, After hearing that the shooter was inside Mandalay Say we started to evacuate 
people out of the concert to safety and to the EMS. 

After we had evacuated the concert, we were tasked by-a'Ll on scene at Reno and Giles St to conduct site 
security for EMS, We shut down Reno and Giles St and was posted there until end of shift. 

Date ahd Time of Report; . 10/06/17 1730HRS _ Officer; Tomas Fperatla P* 13912 

Approved By; Officer: 

Signature: 
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RESPONSE TO RTE. 91 ACTIVE 3HOOTER 
SUBJECT . 

DIVISION 
REPORTING:_ internal Affairs Bureau 

, OIVISIONOF 
, OCCURRENCE: CCAC 

date & time 
OCCURRED: .10/01/2017-2205 hours . 

LOCATION OF 
OCCURRENCE: Rte. 91 Harvest Festival 

NARRATIVE: 

On Sunday, October 1*, 2017, at 2221 hours, I, Detective Jonathan Hovan P#139t9 was off duty on RDOs at 
my residence when I received a text message from Detective Malcolm Napier P#14459 alerting me to an 
active shooter event taking place in CCAC. 

I turned on my radio and heard radio traffic reference multiple casualties, including both civilians arid LVMPD 
officers, i called bet, Napier, and we agreed to self-deploy, and meet at NWAC in order to respond to the 
incident, together. We appropriated an unmarked police vehicie, and drove Code 3 towards the Mandalay Bay 
hotel and casino. While en route, Det. Napier logged us on via the Admin channel as “IA6”. 

We arrived arid staged our. vehicle near the “Welcome to Las Vegas” sign at approximately 2300 hours. The 
radio traffic we listened to while driving indicated that there were multiple separate shootings in our immediate 
vicinity, and that multiple suspects were still outstanding. 

Both Det. Napier and I were not in the uniform of the. day, however we both had tactical police vests with 
“POLICE" emblazoned in letters on the backs. Both vests had cloth badges on the front, and Det Napier had 
a yellow POLICE jacket underneath his vest We each had a tactical helmet on, deployed our respective rifles, 
and ran towards a group of officers who appeared to be forming strike teams. 

I initially jpined J?$trike Team 3”, under the supervision of Sgt, Landon Reyes P#13129, Our mission was to 
respond to the continued reports of active shooters and assist victims at the Mandalay Bay, Luxor, Excalibur, 
New York-New York, and Monte Carlo properties; We ran on foot from our vehicle, and cleared multiple 
properties; in the process, we worked with additional strike teams, and facilitated the evacuation of large 
numbers of civilians. 

Upon reaching the area of the T-Mobile arena, 1 was reassigned to "Strike Team 4", under the supervision of 
Sgt. Joe Edens P#9874. Strike Team 4 took position on the top floor of the Monte Carlo parking garage, and 
provided overwatch for the park area among the Monte Carlo, T-Moblie and New York-New York properties. 

We were released at approximately 0530 hours to respond to the Command Post fqr re-deployment, and were 
instructed by a bureau sergeant to come to Headquarters for A/S rosters- 

Data and Tima of Report: 10/12/2017-0845 , , Officer: Jonathan Hovan P#: 13919 

Aooroved Bv; Sat. Ilona Warren P#4570 Officer; P#; 

Signature: 
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LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
"Cjisjk ty Ed if Even?# m ALL 

MANOALAV BAY ACTIVE SHOOTER RESPONSE 
" SUBJECT 

Event #: LLV171001003519 

DIVISION DIVISION OF , ■ . 
REPORTING: _ DTAC/DT34 , ■ , OCCURRENCE: , . CCAC/DTAC , 

DATE & TIME „ LOCATION OF ' 
OCCURRED: 10/01/17101,3 __ OCCURRENCE: ROUTE 91 HARVEST FESTIVAL 

NARRATIVE: 

Upon initial reports of an active shooter in CCAC, my trainee and i were assigned to a domestic battery call. As 
the incident escalated; and more details were broadcasted, we cleared from the call at approximately 2230 
hours and responded to the Fremont street Experience (East), We kitted up and blocked west bound vehicular 
traffic at Fremont Street and $lh Street, with another unit blocking east bound traffic at Fremont Street and Las 
Vegas Blvd. We held that position until approximately 0730 hours. 

Date and “nine of Report: .. 10/07/171530 Officer; C. OSWALD P#: 13936 

Approved By; Officer; ' H: 

Skjmatwrf; 
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OFFICER'S REPORT 
' TM' to Etfif Shwwit w AU: Pitted '' Event #i 171001^3519 

"PRINT* 
Mandalay Bay Shooting , , 

SUBJECT: 

DIVISION DIVISION OF 
REPORTING: Patrol_. ■ ' . OCCURRENCE: __, , Patrol 

DATE & TIME ' LOCATION OF ' - 
occurred: m|... ^ 10/1/17 2230 ■ - , , ■ ■ occurrence: __Mandalay Bay , 

NABBAJjySii 

On 10/i/I?, at approximately 2230 hours, I, Officer M Santoyo, P#13942, while off-duty, learned about 
the shooting situation at the Mandalay Bay via text message. Based on news reports and other text 
messages, l made the decision to self-report to South: Central Area Command and assist in anyway I could. I 
donned my riot gear, rifle and hard armor and contacted lieutenant Hank. He assigned me to Sergeant A. 
Packe’s squad (BA33). We formed a strike team and made our way to the Paris Hotel whera there were 
reports of more shots being fired. We cleared the north end of the casino floor then held in the alley between 
Paris and Bally's, We found the reports to be unfounded. We started moving towards the Bellagio until the 
shots fired reports made there were also announced to be unfounded; 

We then held at the intersection of Tropicana and las Vegas Boulevard and awaited further instruction^ 
We were then ordered tp make contact with subjects that Were sheltering in place in the Tropicana Casino's 
Pavilion. We provided security and manned the main doors to the casino until we were cleared. 

LVMPD 82 (Rov.Sttl) • WORD2010 
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OFFICER'S REFQBT 
Event#: 171001-3519 

' .Mandalay Bay Shooting . , , 

SUBJECT 

DIVISION DIVISION OF 
reporting __Tourist Safety . occurrence: __ Tourist Safety 

DATE & TIME LOCATION OF 
OCCURRED: __ 10/01/2017 2205 OCCURRENCE: 3950 S'. Las-Vegas, Blvd LVN 89109 

NARRATIVE; 

On,10/01/2017 around 2230 hours Detective Sergeant Tf Baker P#6623, Detective, L; Del Rosado F#1399G, 
and I Detective T. Byrd P#13$58 arrived at the SCAC CP to assist with strike teams. We were assigned to 
Strike Team 24 (ST24) along with Officers: Joe Mihelii of North las Vegas Police Department, Officer W. 
Moreno P#8769, Officer Michael Murray P#9002 as well as other officer* 

We (ST24) were first sent to secure the pedestrian bridges at the intersection of Trbpicaria and las Vegas 
Blvd; We arrived and secured the bridges until relieved by the CP around 0200* 

After returning to the SCAC CP wa were assigned to secure the Route 91 fairgrounds* We secured the festival 
entrances at gates 1 i 2t and 3 up to Reno and Las Vegas Blvd. We secured the scene after being relieved by 
day shift personnel around 0700 hours* We checked out with SCAC CP and secured for the pay around 0800 
hours. 

bate and Time of Report: .: 10/06/20171518 , Officer:.1 im T* Byrd P#: , 13958 

Approved By: Sail, Baker Officer: P#: 

LVMPO S3 <Rw.6/0t) * WORC 2010 

Signature: 
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OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event *i 171001-3319 

_ , ' _. Mandalay Bay Active Shooter . , , 
SUBJECT. 

DIVISION 
reporting;_Homeland Security Division 

DATE & TIME 
OCCURRED;. 10/01 /2017 2205 hours 

Ejft3BSS3MS; 

On 2214 hours, the SWAT/CNT notification system was activated directing all personnel assigned to the teams 
to report to South Central Area Command - Command Post (CP); My assignment that night was intelligence 
Coordinator as part of the crisis Negotiation Team (CNT), specifically to coordinate intelligence between CNT 
and Tactical Commander’s lieutenant W, Huddfer & lieutenant M. G’Daniel. 

Upon arrival at the SC AC Command Post, l began to coordinate and yet intelligence from units on scene, live 
radio traffic available, and gather information on suspects) and/or motives* Shortly thereafter, 1 was told the 
SWAT/CNT Command Post was moving to the Tactical Command Center parked in the Northeast part of the 
parking lot, and directed to report there. This was my mission for the duration of the incident. 

On October 2nd; £017 at approximately 0600 hours, the: momentum of the incident had slowed, as the agency 
moved toward the investigation phase. Due to.the A/S roster being initiated, l was released to report to my 
regular assigned at South Central Area Command Patrol Investigations. 

Date and Time of Report; 10/00/2017 @ Q7QQ hours Officer; , D. Cordero F#: 13963 

■ Approved By: • Officer: F#: ,' : 

, Signature: , 

DIVISION OF 
OCCURRENCE: ■ Tourist Safety PMgjon 

LOCATION OF 
OCCURRENCE: 3950 $. Us Vegas Blvd Las Vegas, NY 

LVMPD82 (fiov.9/0*J * WORD 2050 Feflel 
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OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event U: LLV171001003519 

_ ' Foute 91 Active Shooter incident , , 
: — 1 SUBJECT . \ '' ' 1 ! ^ ~ 

division division of , 
REPORTING:__ NEAO/NE 31_ ' - OCCURRENCE:. . ' CCAQ ' 

DATE * TIME ' ' , LOCATION OF , 
OCCURRED: , 10/01/2017 #3230 , , OCCURRENCE: ■ " 1 las Vegas Biyd /Reno . ^. 

NARRATIVE: 

On 10-1-17 at approximately 2345 hours, I Sergeant J. Glover responded as a Strike Team with my squad of 
seven officers from Northeast Area Command, Upon arrival at the staging area at South Central Area 
Command; they broke my squad into two strike teams (31A and 31B): We were directed to provide force 
protection for Medical/FD units at various properties on the Las Vegas Bivd, l ied Strike Team 31A which was 
comprised of Officer T. Huhn P#15465, Officer M. Shultz P#15737 and Officer M. Springer P#15326,1 
assigned Officer A. Propp P#15106 to be the team leader for Strike Team 31B which was comprised of Officer 
H. Svarczkopf P#14867, Officer J. Porter P#15352 and Officer M. Mulligan P#15657. 

My strike team element paired up with Medical/FD units and responded to the MGM Grand where there were 
several victims that heeded medical attention. Once medical had transported the victims out of the MGM, we 
were then directed to the Mandalay Bay tp assist in clearing floors, room by room. 1 recombined my strike 
teams Into a larger eight person element; grouped up with several HSST officers and beghri clearing floors of 
the Mandalay Bay at the direction of SWAT. 

bate and Time of Report; 10/06/2017 Officer; j. Glover P#: 13976 

Approved By; Officer: P#; 

1.VMPD 62 * WORD K)tO 
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